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Semantic interoperability of health information is an essential requirement 
for the sustainability of healthcare, and it is essential to face the new health chal-
lenges of a globalized world. This thesis provides new methodologies to tackle 
some of the fundamental aspects of semantic interoperability, specifically those as-
pects related to the definition and governance of clinical information models ex-
pressed in the form of archetypes. 
The contributions of the thesis are: 
• Study of existing modeling methodologies of semantic interoperability compo-
nents that will influence in the definition of an archetype modeling methodol-
ogy.  
• Comparative analysis of existing clinical information model governance sys-
tems and initiatives. 
• A proposal of a unified Archetype Modeling Methodology that formalizes the 
phases of archetype development, the required participants, and the good prac-
tices to be followed. 
• Identification and definition of archetype governance principles and character-
istics.  
• Design and development of tools that provide support to archetype modeling 
and governance. 
The contributions of this thesis have been put into practice in multiple pro-
jects and development experiences. These experiences vary from a local project in-
side a single organization that required a reuse on clinical data based on semantic 







La interoperabilidad semántica de la información sanitaria es un requisito 
imprescindible para la sostenibilidad de la atención sanitaria, y es fundamental 
para afrontar los nuevos retos sanitarios de un mundo globalizado. Esta tesis aporta 
nuevas metodologías para abordar algunos de los aspectos fundamentales de la in-
teroperabilidad semántica, específicamente aquellos relacionados con la definición 
y gobernanza de modelos de información clínica expresados en forma de arquetipo. 
Las aportaciones de la tesis son: 
• Estudio de las metodologías de modelado existentes de componentes de inter-
operabilidad semántica que influirán en la definición de una metodología de 
modelado de arquetipos. 
• Análisis comparativo de los sistemas e iniciativas existentes para la gobernanza 
de modelos de información clínica. 
• Una propuesta de Metodología de Modelado de Arquetipos unificada que for-
malice las fases de desarrollo del arquetipo, los participantes requeridos y las 
buenas prácticas a seguir. 
• Identificación y definición de principios y características de gobernanza de ar-
quetipos. 
• Diseño y desarrollo de herramientas que brinden soporte al modelado y la go-
bernanza de arquetipos. 
Las aportaciones de esta tesis se han puesto en práctica en múltiples proyec-
tos y experiencias de desarrollo. Estas experiencias varían desde un proyecto local 
dentro de una sola organización que requirió la reutilización de datos clínicos ba-
sados en principios de interoperabilidad semántica, hasta el desarrollo de proyec-





La interoperabilitat semàntica de la informació sanitària és un requisit im-
prescindible per a la sostenibilitat de l'atenció sanitària, i és fonamental per a afron-
tar els nous reptes sanitaris d'un món globalitzat. Aquesta tesi aporta noves meto-
dologies per a abordar alguns dels aspectes fonamentals de la interoperabilitat 
semàntica, específicament aquells relacionats amb la definició i govern de models 
d'informació clínica expressats en forma d'arquetip. 
Les aportacions de la tesi són: 
• Estudi de les metodologies de modelatge existents de components d'interope-
rabilitat semàntica que influiran en la definició d'una metodologia de mode-
latge d'arquetips. 
• Anàlisi comparativa dels sistemes i iniciatives existents per al govern de models 
d'informació clínica. 
• Una proposta de Metodologia de Modelatge d'Arquetips unificada que forma-
litza les fases de desenvolupament de l'arquetip, els participants requerits i les 
bones pràctiques a seguir. 
• Identificació i definició de principis i característiques de govern d'arquetips. 
• Disseny i desenvolupament d'eines que brinden suport al modelatge i al govern 
d'arquetips. 
Les aportacions d'aquesta tesi s'han posat en pràctica en múltiples projectes 
i experiències de desenvolupament. Aquestes experiències varien des d'un projecte 
local dins d'una sola organització que va requerir la reutilització de dades clíniques 
basades en principis d'interoperabilitat semàntica, fins al desenvolupament de pro-
jectes d'història clínica electrònica d'abast nacional. 
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The formalization and standardization of medical data contained in the elec-
tronic health record (EHR) has been a major objective of medical informatics dur-
ing the last decades. The aim of these efforts has been to improve the availability 
and quality of health data registered in EHR systems. This has a direct impact on 
healthcare provided to the patient, but also on the possibility of safely reusing EHRs 
as a source of information for clinical research, population health, or healthcare 
management. 
The ability of reusing EHR data is part of the broader problem of semantic 
interoperability. Semantic interoperability is the ability of information systems to 
seamlessly share, analyze, aggregate and understand information and data that has 
been generated by other systems [1]. This is especially important in the case of 
EHRs, where clinical data is usually distributed among different information sys-
tems or databases.  To build semantically interoperable health information sys-
tems, it is essential to describe formally the data contained in the EHR, so that it 
becomes meaningful information that can be processed and exchanged. 
Semantic interoperability relies upon three layers of artefacts to represent 
meaning [1]: standard reference models, standard terminologies and standard clin-
ical information models. 
A Reference Model (RM) defines the generic classes and attributes that can 
represent any clinical data of the EHR together with its contextual information, 
needed to ensure the correct future interpretation of data.  
Chapter 1 
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Medical terminologies provide the specific and univocal meaning of concepts 
and terms used in healthcare and inside EHRs, to ensure the correct interpretation 
of data. 
Finally, clinical information models define specific structures of data by con-
straining the generic properties of a RM, and, at the same time, they incorporate 
terminology mappings to provide a semantic definition of those structures. In this 
thesis, archetypes will be the means of representation of clinical information mod-
els. 
Defining archetypes for local use in a controlled scenario is relatively easy. 
However, defining archetypes by agreement of an international community that 
cover different use cases and needs is a complex task. We face centuries of tradition 
and practice in medical documentation using paper and free text, where the pri-
mary recipients of medical information were clinicians or the patients themselves. 
Nowadays the recipients are mainly EHR systems that automatically process the 
clinical information and can act or take decisions over it. It is necessary to create 
information models based on an interdisciplinary work and collaboration between 
health professionals and information technology professionals. 
The author of this thesis has faced these difficulties for over 15 years. First, 
in the Biomedical Informatics Group (IBIME) of the Institute of Information and 
Communication Technologies (ITACA) of the Universitat Politècnica de València 
(UPV). Afterwards, in VeraTech for Health, a spin-off company of UPV. In both or-
ganizations, the objectives have remained the same: to develop solutions that facil-
itate the standardization and semantic interoperability of EHRs. This thesis arises 
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1.2. Hypothesis, research questions and objectives 
1.2.1. Hypothesis 
The complete standardization and semantic interoperability of medical in-
formation lacks a detailed methodology that guides the development and govern-
ance of archetypes. It is possible to formalize an archetype modeling methodology 
and to specify the principles of archetype governance. 
1.2.2. Specific research questions and objectives 
In order to confirm the hypothesis, the following research questions are 
identified: 
• R1. Can the process of definition and implementation of archetypes be formal-
ized? 
• R2. Can guidelines and best practices for building archetypes be provided? 
• R3. Can governance rules be defined to simplify the development and deploy-
ment of archetypes? 
• R4. Can tools that support archetype modeling and governance incorporate 
guidance to facilitate those activities? 
The following research objectives will answer satisfactorily the previous re-
search questions: 
• O1. To analyze current archetype modeling and governance methodologies. 
• O2. To formalize and improve archetype modeling processes. 
• O3. To formalize and improve archetype governance processes. 







1.3.1. Main contributions 
• C1. Study of clinical information model development methodologies. 
Contributes to research objective O1. 
A systematic review of development methodologies of clinical information 
models was performed. The systematic review aimed to identify and compare 
the existing processes and methodologies that have been published in the liter-
ature for defining clinical information models that support the semantic in-
teroperability of Electronic Health Record systems. 378 articles were screened 
and 36 papers were selected for full review. The systematic review confirmed 
that most of the clinical information modeling activities follow very similar 
steps for the definition of clinical information models. However, they lack a for-
mal and homogeneous definition of the development methodologies followed. 
This study was published in A. Moreno-Conde, D. Moner, W.D. da Cruz, M.R. 
Santos, J.A. Maldonado, M. Robles, D. Kalra, Clinical information modeling pro-
cesses for semantic interoperability of electronic health records: systematic re-
view and inductive analysis, Journal of the American Medical Informatics Asso-
ciation. (2015). doi:10.1093/jamia/ocv008. 
• C2. Formalization of an archetype modeling methodology. 
Contributes to research objective O2. 
An archetype modeling methodology has been developed. This methodology is 
inspired by existing best practices of clinical information models, software, and 
ontology development. The methodology is composed by five phases, namely 
analysis, design, development, validation, and publication. It helps to the defi-
nition and adoption of interoperable archetypes, improves their quality, and 
facilitates their reuse among different information systems and EHR projects. 
Moreover, the proposed methodology can be also a reference for the develop-
ment of any other clinical information model formalism other than archetypes. 
The methodology has been applied and evaluated in regional and national EHR 
1.3. Contributions  
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projects. The complete methodology was published in D. Moner, J.A. Maldo-
nado, M. Robles, Archetype modeling methodology, Journal of Biomedical Infor-
matics. 79 (2018) 71–81. doi:10.1016/j.jbi.2018.02.003. 
• C3. Analysis of archetype governance experiences and elaboration of gov-
ernance requirements. 
Contributes to research objective O1 and O3. 
Archetype governance includes the set of policies, actions, and tools to ensure 
that archetypes can be identified, stored, searched, and that they can evolve to 
meet new requirements. An analysis of existing experiences of archetype gov-
ernance has been carried out, including the governance systems of relevant in-
ternational EHR projects based on archetypes. This study served to identify 
best practices in archetype governance and to obtain the requirements of tools 
that support that governance process. The results of this analysis can be found 
in Chapter 5. 
• C4. Development of tools to facilitate archetype modeling and govern-
ance. 
Contributes to research objective O4. 
Several software solutions for archetype development have been developed. 
These solutions support different phases of the archetype modeling methodol-
ogy defined in C2. Design phase is supported by the generation of visual repre-
sentations of the contents of the archetype, such as mind maps and summary 
tables. They are useful for health domain experts to discuss the contents and 
structure of the developed archetypes. For the development phase, a reference-
model independent archetype editor has been developed. This tool supports all 
the requirements to develop archetypes. Finally, the validation phase is sup-
ported by including automatic validation mechanisms of the developed arche-
types. Also, by generating additional resources such as implementation guides 
and sample data instances conformant to archetypes. They help technical im-
plementers in the development and testing of the generated archetypes. 
Chapter 1 
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These solutions have been incorporated as part of LinkEHR Studio, a multi-
model archetype editor described in Section 6.1.1. They have been also pub-
lished in multiple of the contributions listed in next section, including the pub-
lications P2, P5, P6, P7, P9, P11 and P12. 
• C5. Design and development of a clinical information model management 
system. 
Contributes to research objective O4. 
A clinical information model management system aligned to best practices 
identified in C3 has been developed. This system allows the management of dif-
ferent types of interoperability resources including archetypes, implementa-
tion guides, templates and any other documentation. A characteristic of this 
system is that it manages the concept of clinical information model as the cen-
ter of all resources. A person in charge of the management can define semantic 
relationships between clinical information models and attach any type of in-
teroperability resource to them. The management systems, called LinkEHR 
Model Manager, is described in Section 6.1.2. It has been also published in P4 
and P10. 
1.3.2. Journal publications and conference contributions 
The work presented in this thesis spreads through over a decade of research 
and development. The following journal publications and conference contributions 
describe the results achieved, and reflect the work done in the context of specific 
research projects that required the modelling and/or governance of archetypes or 
their use in practical implementations and projects. 
Journal publications 
• P1. D. Moner, J.A. Maldonado, M. Robles, Archetype modeling methodology, Jour-
nal of Biomedical Informatics. 79 (2018) 71–81. doi:10.1016/j.jbi.2018.02.003. 
(Q1, 2018) This publication directly contributes to the results of this thesis. It 
describes the archetype modeling methodology included in Chapter 4 of the 
thesis. 
1.3. Contributions  
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• P2. L. Marco-Ruiz, D. Moner, J.A. Maldonado, N. Kolstrup, J.G. Bellika, Archetype-
based data warehouse environment to enable the reuse of electronic health rec-
ord data, International Journal of Medical Informatics. 84 (2015) 702–714. 
doi:10.1016/j.ijmedinf.2015.05.016. (Q1, 2015). 
• P3. A. Moreno-Conde, D. Moner, W.D. da Cruz, M.R. Santos, J.A. Maldonado, M. 
Robles, D. Kalra, Clinical information modeling processes for semantic interoper-
ability of electronic health records: systematic review and inductive analysis, 
Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association. (2015). doi:10.1093/ja-
mia/ocv008. (Q1, 2015). 
 
Conference contributions 
• P4. D. Bosca, L. Marco, D. Moner, J.A. Maldonado, L. Insa, M. Robles, Detailed Clin-
ical Models Governance System in a Regional EHR Project, in: L.M. Roa Romero 
(Ed.), XIII Mediterranean Conference on Medical and Biological Engineering and 
Computing 2013, Springer International Publishing, Cham, 2014: pp. 1266–1269. 
http://link.springer.com/10.1007/978-3-319-00846-2_313. 
This publication directly contributes to the results of this thesis. It describes 
the first studies and developments about archetype governance included in 
Chapter 5. 
• P5. C. Sáez, D. Moner, R. García-De-León-Chocano, V. Muñoz-Soler, R. García-De-
León-González, J.A. Maldonado, D. Boscá, S. Tortajada, M. Robles, J.M. García-Gó-
mez, M. Alcaraz, P. Serrano, J.L. Bernal, J. Rodríguez, G. Bustos, M. Esparza. A 
Standardized and Data Quality Assessed Maternal-Child Care Integrated Data Re-
pository for Research and Monitoring of Best Practices: A Pilot Project in Spain, 
Informatics for Health Congress 2017, in: Studies in Health Technology and Infor-
matics. 539–543. doi:10.3233/978-1-61499-753-5-539. 
• P6. D. Moner, M. Terrón, C. Angulo, L. Lechuga, P. Serrano-Balazote, J.A. Maldo-
nado, F.J. Farfán, M. Robles, Implementation of a CEN/ISO 13606 Platform for 




• P7. D. Moner, J.A. Maldonado, C. Angulo, D. Bosca, D. Perez, I. Abad, E. Reig, M. 
Robles, Standardization of discharge reports with the ISO 13606 norm, in: Pro-
ceedings of the 30th Annual International Conference of the IEEE Engineering in 
Medicine and Biology Society, 2008, IEEE, Vancouver, 2008: pp. 1470–1473. 
doi:10.1109/IEMBS.2008.4649445. 
• P8. D. Moner, J.A. Maldonado, D. Boscá, C. Angulo, M. Robles, D. Pérez, P. Serrano, 
CEN EN13606 normalisation framework implementation experiences, EFMI Spe-
cial Topic Conference 2010, in: Stud Health Technol Inform. 155 (2010) 136–142. 
• P9. D. Moner, A. Moreno, J.A. Maldonado, M. Robles, C. Parra. Using archetypes 
for defining CDA templates, XXIVth International Congress of the European Fed-
eration for Medical Informatics (MIE 2012), in: Stud Health Technol Inform. 180 
(2012) 53–57. 
• P10. J.T. Fernandez-Breis, M. Menarguez-Tortosa, C. Martinez-Costa, E. Fernan-
dez-Breis, J. Herrero-Sempere, D. Moner, J. Sanchez, R. Valencia-Garcia, M. Robles, 
A Semantic Web-based System for Managing Clinical Archetypes, Conf Proc IEEE 
Eng Med Biol Soc. 2008 (2008) 1482–1485. doi:10.1109/IEMBS.2008.4649448. 
• P11. D. Moner, J.A. Maldonado, D. Bosca, J.T. Fernandez, C. Angulo, P. Crespo, P.J. 
Vivancos, M. Robles, Archetype-Based Semantic Integration and Standardization 
of Clinical Data, in: Proceedings of the 28th Annual International Conference of 
the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society, 2008, IEEE, New York, 
2006: pp. 5141–5144. doi:10.1109/IEMBS.2006.260124. 
• P12. D. Moner, J.A. Maldonado, D. Boscá, A. Mañas, M. Robles, Development of a 
Visual Editor for the Definition of HL7 CDA Archetypes, in: L.M. Roa Romero (Ed.), 
XIII Mediterranean Conference on Medical and Biological Engineering and Com-
puting 2013, Springer International Publishing, Cham, 2014: pp. 1258–1261. 
http://link.springer.com/10.1007/978-3-319-00846-2_311. 
P2, P3, P5, P6, P7 and P8 describe the development of archetypes in different 
domains. All these developments helped in testing and improving the archetype 
modeling methodology, published in P1. 
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P4, P8 and P10 describe experiences where a management of archetypes 
took place. 
P4, P2, P5, P6, P7, P9, P11 and P12 describe tools and implementations that 
facilitate the archetype definition and management processes. 
1.3.3. Research visits 
The author of the thesis did a research visit to Norway in 2014. He applied 
some of the initial results of this thesis during the visit. In particular, an initial ver-
sion of the archetype modeling methodology was used to develop archetypes for 
clinical research. 
• Institution: Norwegian Centre for Integrated Care and Telemedicine, Tromsø, 
Norway. 
• Date: From April 14th 2014 to June 16th 2014. 
• Objective: The main objective of the visit was to develop a solution that allows 
clinical users to define standard archetype-based queries to retrieve clinical 
data from existing electronic health record systems. Data retrieved can be ex-
changed among health information systems or be reused for clinical research 
or public health studies. This reuse of data improves the sustainability of health 
services by controlling costs by avoiding the repetition of clinical tests and im-
proves the quality of healthcare provided to patients. 
• Results: A software platform for the reuse of clinical data based on archetypes 
was designed and implemented. This platform covers all the needed steps in a 
clinical research project from the IT perspective: data acquisition, data normal-
ization, data storage and data query. One of the main results of this work was 
the proposal of the METL methodology for data integration and normalization. 
METL stands for Modeling, Extract, Transform and Load, an adaptation of the 
traditional ETL process including the Modeling phase as a prior requirement. 
As an implementation use case, laboratory test results of a population of 
230000 patients belonging to Troms and Finnmark counties in Norway re-
quested between 2013 and 2014 have been standardized. Tests registers were 
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normalized by defining transformation and aggregation functions between 
them and a previously defined archetype. These mappings were used to auto-
matically generate openEHR compliant data. These data were loaded into an 
archetype-based data warehouse. Once loaded, we defined indicators linked to 
the data in the warehouse to monitor test activity of Salmonella and Pertussis 
using the Archetype Query Language. The execution of the project proved that 
this archetype-based approach simplifies the process of reusing clinical data 
for clinical research, clinical decision support and public health surveillance. In 
turn, this means an improvement of health care processes in North Norway Re-
gion, specifically in the detection of Pertussis and Salmonella outbreaks, whose 
incidence has suffered a significant increase since 1997 in that region. 
• Related publication: L. Marco-Ruiz, D. Moner, J.A. Maldonado, N. Kolstrup, J.G. 
Bellika, Archetype-based data warehouse environment to enable the reuse of 
electronic health record data, International Journal of Medical Informatics. 84 
(2015) 702–714. doi:10.1016/j.ijmedinf.2015.05.016. 
1.3.4. Grants 
The author was beneficiary of grant DI-14-06564 (Doctorados Industriales) 
of the Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad of Spain, between 2016 and 2018. 
The objective of this grant is to support the development of PhD thesis inside pri-
vate companies. Thus, the research results are grounded in real needs of the market 
and provide a direct benefit to the company activity. In this case, the thesis was 
partially developed in VeraTech for Health, a spin-off company of the Technical Uni-
versity of Valencia. The author is also co-founder of this company. 
The author is beneficiary of grant INNTA3/2020/12 (INNODOCTO) of the 
Agencia Valenciana de la Innovación, ayudas del Programa de Promoción del Talento 
– Doctorados empresariales. The objective of this grant is to promote the acquisition 
of skills to develop research and development projects in business environments. 
Part of the research of this thesis was developed in VeraTech for Health during the 
year 2020. 
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1.3.5. Projects 
The author of the thesis has participated in 16 R&D projects in the field of 
semantic interoperability of health information. These projects served to learn 
about the problems and needs for creating and managing clinical information mod-
els, and to validate and improve the thesis results. The main projects are listed next, 
and they are further described in Chapter 6. 
• Spanish National EHR project (HCDSNS). The aim of this project is to develop 
an infrastructure that allows sharing relevant and interoperable health data 
sets (documents) between the seventeen regional authorities in Spain. Forty-
six professionals from 27 scientific societies, and 21 institutional representa-
tives, participated in the definition of contents of the exchanged documents. 
Based on those definitions, we implemented 64 ISO 13606 archetypes and 36 
HL7 CDA archetypes. The first release of the archetypes only covered the struc-
tural definition of the CIM, i.e. they define only the information structures ac-
cording to the selected RM. In a second phase, the Ministry of Health defined a 
SNOMED CT national extension to support all the new concepts used in the ar-
chetypes, and the appropriate reference sets for data entry points (approxi-
mately 70 reference sets). In this project, we also developed an archetype pub-
lication and governance system (Servidor de Objetos de Modelado, SOM). 
• Uruguay National EHR project (HCEN). The aim of the project is to build ar-
chetypes and implementation specifications of six clinical documents for the 
National Unified EHR system. A group of clinical experts studied, with the sup-
port of the technical experts, existing literature and standards, and defined the 
contents of the archetypes corresponding to the six clinical documents. Tech-
nical experts implemented the specifications into formal and standardized re-
sources (41 ISO 13606 archetypes and 6 HL7 CDA implementation guides). The 
terminology expert defined SNOMED CT subsets to populate the possible val-
ues of information elements such as procedures, allergies and diagnosis. Fi-




• Quality-assessed maternal-child care data repository. In this project, we 
developed an integrated, standardized, and quality assessed, data repository 
for research and monitoring of best practices of mothers and newborns care. 
We defined the contents of the repository in the form of ISO 13606 archetypes. 
Afterwards, we defined 112 clinical indicators about the clinical practice on 
newborns were defined, based on the archetype data structures. Finally, we 
normalized and incorporated into the repository information from two differ-
ent hospitals (Hospital Virgen del Castillo in Yecla, and Hospital 12 de octubre 
in Madrid) and more than 5700 newborns. 
1.3.6. Software 
The LinkEHR Interoperability Platform (www.linkehr.com) is a set of soft-
ware modules that supports and facilitates the integration and semantic interoper-
ability of health information by means of EHR standards and archetypes. 
As part of the platform, the author of this thesis has particularly contributed 
to the development of two modules: 
• LinkEHR Studio. A reference model-independent archetype editor and data 
transformation program. LinkEHR Studio incorporates all kind of functionali-
ties to facilitate archetype development, including different representations of 
the archetypes to support the different stages of development. 
• LinkEHR Model Manager. A clinical information model management system. 
It is designed to facilitate the governance of semantic interoperability artefacts 
such as archetypes, and other implementation resources such as implementa-
tion guides, instance examples, or domain documentation. 
1.3.7. Other contributions 
During the development of the thesis, the author has been in charge of many 
formative actions covering topics such as semantic interoperability principles, ISO 
13606, openEHR, HL7 CDA, HL7 FHIR, SNOMED CT, clinical information and arche-
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type modeling, and data quality. In total, more than 300 people have received train-
ing in those standards and technologies. The author was responsible of the devel-
opment of the training materials, the preparation of practical exercises, and respon-
sible of giving courses that ranged from half a day to three-day courses. In 
particular, the author was the main contributor to the creation of a 15-hour on-line 
training course about ISO 13606 for the Spanish Ministry of Health. 
Additionally, between 2015 and 2018, the author has actively participated in 
the development of the ISO 13606:2019 norm in the ISO/TC 215 committee of 
health informatics. In this period, he has been in charge of updating the data types 
of the reference model, and he has collaborated to the revision of the complete ref-
erence model of this norm. 
1.4. Structure of the thesis 
Table 1 presents the overall structure of the thesis. Chapter 1 introduces the 
main hypothesis of the thesis, together with the research questions, research ob-
jectives, and contribution of the thesis. Chapter 2 describes the basic elements of 
semantic interoperability, namely electronic health record standards, archetypes, 
and medical terminologies. Chapter 3 develops a study of existing methodologies 
and systems that provides the basic elements to define an archetype modeling 
methodology and the basic principles of archetype governance. Chapter 4 intro-
duces the archetype modeling methodology, a formal proposal for creating quality 
archetypes. Chapter 5 identifies and defines the principles and characteristics of 
archetype governance. Chapter 6 describes the tools that the author, in collabora-
tion with his research colleagues, has developed to support archetype development 
and governance. In addition, it provides a description of some research and devel-
opment projects where the results of this thesis have been used and improved dur-
ing the last decade. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions of the thesis 






Objectives Contributions Publications 
1 Motivation of the thesis, hypothesis, and main contributions     
2 Introduction to the elements of semantic interoperability  O1   
3 
Study of archetype modeling methodologies and governance 
initiatives 
R1, R3 O1 C1, C3 P1 
4 Description of the archetype modeling methodology R1, R2 O2 C2 
P1, P2, P3, P5, P6, 
P7, P8 
5 Description of archetype governance principles R3 O3 C3 P4, P8, P10 
6 Software and applications of the results of the thesis R4 O4 C4, C5 
P2, P5, P6, P7, P9, 
P11, P12 
7 Conclusions and future work    P1, P4 




Chapter 2  
Electronic health record formalization 
and semantic interoperability 
 
Health care produces and consumes large amounts of information, which is 
the basis of accurate and efficient health care. Any clinical decision or act must be 
based on information about the patient, not only on what can be observed at the 
present, but also include retrospective and even prospective information. All this 
information should be available, not only during health care processes but also to 
support clinical research or any other activity thar makes use of existing health 
data. 
This chapter introduces the basic concepts of health information systems, 
and the electronic health record as the core repository of health data. It also de-
scribes the concept of semantic interoperability of health data and its core compo-
nents: EHR standards, clinical information models and clinical terminologies. 
2.1. Health information systems and electronic 
health records 
The management of health information relies in the use of specialized infor-
mation systems applied to the medical domain (Figure 1). An information system 
is a provision of information, processes, people and information technologies that 
interact to collect, process, store and provide as a result the information necessary 
to support the organization [2]. In the health sector, information systems include a 
wide range of applications, from data entry systems to decision support systems; 
used by multiple types of users, such as patients, health professionals, IT profes-
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sionals, employers, insurance companies, pharmaceutical firms, health provider or-
ganizations, and governments. Thus, we can adapt the previous definition of infor-
mation system applied to the health domain: a health information system is a pro-
vision of information, processes, people and information technologies that interact 
to collect, store, process and provide as a result the necessary information for 
health care. 
Information System (IS):
 Information technologies applied to support 
the organization of data and activities
Health Information System (HIS):
IS applied to the health care domain
Electronic Health Record (EHR):
 Management of clinical data registered during health care processes
 
Figure 1. Specializations of information systems in the health domain 
Health information systems have some particular characteristics. The first 
characteristic is the diversity information handled. Diversity includes aspects such 
as professional disciplines, treatment options or healthcare procedures. Another 
important aspect is that they directly affect the health status of people. Medical pro-
fessionals need to have all the relevant information about the patient’s health in 
order to take the correct decisions during the provision of care. Otherwise, medical 
errors with serious consequences, including the death of the patient, can occur. In-
formation systems should guarantee and maximize the quality of the information 
they manage and that is provided to health professionals. Another important char-
acteristic of health information systems is that the management of health infor-
mation is highly related to privacy and confidentiality issues. Any use or exchange 
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of information involves a risk that the information may be accessed by non-author-
ized parties. There is a need of balancing health information availability and health 
information privacy, but the second should not limit the provision of meaningful 
information to health professionals during healthcare. 
Electronic health record systems (EHRs) are the core of health information 
systems. Their purpose is to provide support to all the information collected and 
required during health care for patients. This includes information to support pri-
mary health care, information from particular specialties or services (e.g. the pa-
thology laboratory, radiology service, operating theater, admission, etc.), infor-
mation to support remote health care through video, voice or text messages 
(telemedicine), or information to support decision support systems, which help in 
the decision-making process of health professionals, just to mention a few. 
There are numerous definitions describing the scope of an EHR, specifying 
the information they should contain, or the functionality they should offer. The In-
ternational Organization for Standardization (ISO) recognizes this difficulty: “Pre-
vious attempts to provide a definition of the EHR have failed due to the difficulty to 
cover each and every one of the aspects of the EHR in a single and complete defini-
tion” [3]. This also provides an indication of the complexity of formalizing the con-
tents of an EHR. However, in the same report, ISO provides a definition of an EHR: 
“Repository of information on the health status of a subject of assistance, in a com-
putable format, stored and transmitted in a secure and accessible by multiple au-
thorized users. It has a standardized or consensual logical information model, 
which is independent of health care support information systems. Its main purpose 
is to provide continuous, quality and efficient health care, which contains infor-
mation that is retrospective, current and prospective.” 
The introduction to the ISO 13606 standard provides another definition [4]: 
“The EHR is the persistent, longitudinal, and potentially multi-enterprise or multi-
national record of health and care provision relating to a single subject of care (the 
patient), created and stored in one or more physical systems in order to inform the 
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subject’s future health care and to provide a medico-legal record of care that has 
been provided.” 
From both definitions, we conclude that the EHR does not belong to a single 
health care provider, but it can potentially be distributed in multiple places; that it 
contains a record of the care provided to a person (patient) during his whole life; 
and that its main purpose is to facilitate and to document health care. 
EHRs have additional characteristics that are widely recognized [5]: 
• Availability. All authorized personnel can simultaneously access information 
about patients at the time they need it, not only locally but also remotely.  
• Readability. The information is generally more readable than in paper format 
(manual writing) and it is better organized because the computer system im-
poses a structure on the data entered. 
• Completeness and consistency. The use of computers makes it possible to im-
prove the completeness of the data by being able to define default values and 
force the completion of some fields. On the other hand, it allows the automatic 
application of checks on the data as they are registered in the system. For ex-
ample, for the validation of reference ranges for numerical results. 
• Flexibility. Allows the presentation of data in various ways: chronologically, by 
problems, by data source, etc. 
• Reuse. Facilitates medical research and teaching. Potentially, it allows locating 
those relevant clinical histories given a certain pathology, treatment, social sit-
uation of the patients, etc. It also allows the implementation of repositories or 
clinical data banks such as disease registers. 
All the previous characteristics are based on simple principles: it is necessary 
to have the information well defined and structured, and it is necessary to be able 
to exchange health information seamlessly between different systems. These prin-
ciples are also the foundation of semantic interoperability. 
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2.2. Semantic interoperability of health data 
The implementation of EHR systems is a reality worldwide, especially in de-
veloped countries. According to the Healthcare Information and Management Sys-
tems Society (HIMSS), 78% of European health organizations manage digital pa-
tient data [6]. In the United States, the Office of the National Coordinator for Health 
Information Technology (ONC) totals an 85.9% of adoption of EHRs for Office-
based physicians [7]. In contrast, many other countries still have a low adoption of 
EHRs, although it is recognized their need to improve healthcare [8]. 
Increasing the adoption of EHRs is necessary but not sufficient to fulfil all the 
EHR characteristics mentioned in the previous section. It is also necessary that ex-
isting EHR systems can communicate and to understand the communicated data 
automatically.  This is not a problem unique to the health domain. In other sectors, 
there are solutions that guarantee the ability of the systems to communicate with 
each other. Some examples are mobile phone technologies, financial services or 
travel booking agencies. In all these cases, agreements have been reached and 
standards have been developed so that services and information from different 
sources can be used together.  
In the case of health information, the ultimate goal is to make it accessible 
from anywhere and at any time, to be used transparently and automatically by any 
information system and, therefore, usable by health professionals during health 
care or for information reuse.  
Interoperability is the ability of computer systems to work together (inter-
operate), through the exchange and use of the information handled by each one of 
them. Existing literature distinguish four types of interoperability [9]: 
• Foundational interoperability. It establishes the inter-connectivity require-




• Structural interoperability. It defines the syntax of the data exchange. It en-
sures that data exchanges between information technology systems can be in-
terpreted at the data field level. 
• Semantic interoperability. It is the ability of two or more systems to exchange 
data and information, maintaining their original meaning and being able to re-
ceive, interpret, aggregate, analyze and work with the received information as 
if it were their own automatically. 
• Organizational interoperability. It refers to the ability of organizations to 
communicate and interpret information between them despite using different 
systems, protocols and policies, or meeting in different cultures. 
Current technologies can solve most of the foundational and structural in-
teroperability difficulties, but semantic interoperability is still a focus of current re-
search and development efforts [10]. The complexity of semantic interoperability 
arises from the need of making health information meaningful and automatically 
computable by external information systems.  To that end, the following require-
ments are needed. 
• To provide a safe and reliable environment for the communication and aggre-
gation of clinical information between heterogeneous systems. 
• To link and align the information of the EHR with standard clinical terminolo-
gies, as well as other knowledge resources that may be available (clinical infor-
mation models). 
• To link the information of the EHR with contextual, explanatory information or 
with educational materials that helps the patient and their relatives to under-
stand clinical information and health professionals’ comments. 
• To guarantee the quality and consistency of exchanged data to support data re-
use for public health, research, management of health services, etc., always un-
der the premise of respect for the safety and privacy of the patients. 
Semantic interoperability will only be feasible if there are agreements about 
standards, information models, terminologies and semantic definitions used for the 
shared data. We must consider that social, cultural, and legal aspects within each 
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organization, region or country will influence the implementation of semantically 
interoperable systems. It will be necessary that data providers and data consumers 
think beyond their own needs and constraints and accept a minimum set of tech-
nical elements that allows them to work together. Semantic interoperability relies 
on three basic elements [1], which will be described in detail later.  
• The use of a generic reference model or standard to represent the data ho-
mogeneously, safely, and completely. 
• The use of clinical information models that define structures of information 
with a specific meaning or for a specific use. 
• The use of shared clinical terminologies that define the vocabulary used to 
describe the data.  
2.3.  Electronic health record standards 
EHR standards provide a framework to represent clinical data in a common 
and generic format. During many years, EHR systems followed proprietary designs 
to satisfy a set of functional characteristics defined by specific users or clients. The 
adaptation or extension of those systems to be used in different contexts was lim-
ited. It was even difficult to adapt those systems to satisfy new requirements of the 
same users. Another problem was that EHR systems tend to include only the mini-
mum set of information required to support clinical care. The EHR did not register 
many information not directly related to the patient health status. For example, in-
formation about the context of the health care encounters, or to the evaluation 
made by health professionals. This limits the reuse and future interpretation of 
health data, or at least, makes that future interpretation potentially unsafe. 
To mitigate these problems, the latest EHR standards were developed follow-
ing two key principles: to be flexible when representing clinical data structures, and 




The first principle implies that the data structures of the EHR are not fixed. 
They can be adapted to support new information and use cases. To achieve this, 
new EHR standards define generic data models loosely coupled to specific concepts 
and information structures of the health domain. They only represent the common 
and minimal characteristics of clinical data. Most of the complexity of the health 
domain data is represented by complementary clinical information models, de-
scribed in Section 2.4. 
The second principle is to support a complete representation of context in-
formation. We define context information as any data that informs about how data 
was registered, or that influences in the interpretation of clinical data contained in 
the EHR. For example, a diagnosis of diabetes mellitus within a "family history" sec-
tion does not imply that the subject of the information suffers from this disease. 
EHRs are also a legal record of the health activity. For example, an EHR has to rec-
ord the participants and location of a clinical act for future reference. Therefore, the 
clinical data must be accompanied by the necessary information required by cur-
rent legislation, and to support audit or control tasks.  
Among the health information standards and technical specifications that 
fulfil the previous characteristics, we can highlight the following ones [11]: 
• openEHR [12]. Open specifications for the creation of EHR systems, including 
the storage, retrieval, and exchange of health data. OpenEHR defines a Refer-
ence Model (RM) that includes the basic characteristics and structure of clinical 
data, independently of any particular technology of implementation. OpenEHR 
RM defines the following building block for any EHR: FOLDER, COMPOSITION, 
SECTION, OBSERVATION, EVALUATION, INSTRUCTION, ACTION, ITEM_TREE, 
ITEM_LIST, ITEM_TABLE, and ELEMENT. The ELEMENT is the container of clin-
ical data represented using a specific DATA_TYPE. The RM also represents the 
basic context information needed to safely interpret and reuse registered clin-
ical data. 
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• ISO 13606 [4,13]. Standard firstly released in 2008 and renewed in 2019 for 
the communication and semantic interoperability of EHR extracts. An EHR ex-
tract is a partial or complete view of an EHR of one person that is collected for 
its communication between different EHR systems. ISO 13606 defines a RM, 
similar to the one of openEHR, but using even simpler building blocks: FOLDER, 
COMPOSITION, SECTION, ENTRY, CLUSTER, and ELEMENT (Figure 2). As in 
openEHR, context information always accompanies these classes. 
• HL7 CDA [14]. Standard for the representation, persistence, and communica-
tion of clinical documents. It is both a human readable and machine computable 
representation of clinical data generated during clinical encounters, or because 
of a documentation activity. HL7 CDA documents are built upon a generic Ref-
erence Information Model (RIM), which includes a header with metadata infor-
mation, and a body with the clinical data. The body includes a readable repre-
sentation of the data, but it can be also extended to structure data into sections 
and structured clinical statements (Act, Observation, Substance administration, 
Encounter, Procedure, etc.). 
• HL7 FHIR [15]. Standard framework for the creation of a web service infra-
structure for the communication of clinical information. HL7 FHIR focuses on 
implementation, by providing the definition of modular portions of clinical in-
formation (Resources) for fast and easy implementation using web standards, 
for example, using REST web services as the technological infrastructure for 




















Figure 2. Example of a standard reference model: main classes of ISO 13606 
Not all the mentioned standards have the scope of representing a complete 
EHR. That is only the case of openEHR. ISO 13606 can also represent all the infor-
mation of an EHR, but it lacks a proper support for other relevant modules such as 
the representation of local information templates, or a query language for the EHR. 
The other standards only represent partial views of the information contained in 
the EHR. However, they all follow a similar architecture: they provide a generic in-
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2.4. Clinical information models 
In this thesis we use the expression clinical information model (CIM) as a ge-
neric term that encompasses all technical specifications defining how clinical infor-
mation is organized and described inside an EHR system, a clinical data repository 
or for EHR communication. A CIM defines both the information structure and for-
mal semantics of clinical data. CIM are structural and semantic artifacts that facili-
tate organizing, storing, querying and displaying clinical data, exchanging that data 
between different information systems, and performing data analytics. Usually, a 
CIM is defined by constraining the generic data structures of an underlying refer-
ence model that provides the basic characteristics and attributes needed to repre-
sent data instances.  
The author of this thesis contributed to a systematic review of clinical infor-
mation modeling processes that was published in [11]. In this section, we include 
an excerpt of that work. Goossen et al. also described initiatives that follow a CIM 
approach, indicating their differences and similarities in [16].  
The HL7 v3 modeling approach is based on a standard Reference Information 
Model (RIM) representing the main business logic of any healthcare environment, 
from which specific messages and documents can be defined. HL7 v3 messages [17] 
and HL7 CDA are standards based on the HL7 RIM. It is possible to define clinical 
information models for HL7 CDA in the form of HL7 templates that specify how to 
organize the clinical information within each kind of document, for specific clinical 
communication purposes. 
HL7 FHIR uses modular components called Resources. These resources (def-
initions of common reusable patterns of clinical information) can be combined or 
extended in order to provide particular solutions to health information systems. 
Therefore, they are also a kind of CIM. 
Another important modeling approach is  based on the dual level methodol-
ogy [18], based on the definition of a synthesized and generic Reference Model 
(RM) that is designed to represent the most basic properties and structures of any 
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EHR. Clinical information models are defined in the form of archetypes. Archetypes 
define how data have to be structured in order to be seamlessly stored or trans-
ferred between EHR systems. The dual model approach is supported by the EN ISO 
13606 standard and the openEHR specifications. 
Additional modeling approaches have emerged focused on defining generic 
information models at a conceptual level, without depending on a specific imple-
mentation. The Clinical Information Modeling Initiative (CIMI) [19], Detailed Clini-
cal Models (DCM) [20], and the Clinical Element Model (CEM) initiative [21] are 
examples of such generic models.  
Figure 3 summarizes the reference models used (i.e. the models that repre-






























Figure 3. Summary of Reference Models and their Clinical Information Model definition 
artifacts, extracted from [11] 
Although all CIM approaches have similar characteristics, this thesis will fo-
cus on archetypes as the main candidates for representing CIMs. Archetypes are 
formal definitions of domain-level concepts, in the form of structured and con-
strained combinations of the classes and possible instance-values of a RM. Their 
principal purpose is to provide a powerful, reusable and interoperable mechanism 
for managing the creation, description, validation and query of EHR data. Examples 
of structures of information in the form of archetypes include prescriptions, prob-
lem lists, differential diagnosis, pregnancy reports or blood pressure observations. 
In fact, any desired set of information of the EHR can be defined as an archetype. 
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Technically, an archetype definition is a tree representing an Object-Oriented 
model, i.e. it is composed by a nested succession of classes and attributes. An arche-
type definition process consists in creating this structure for a specific use case, in-
cluding constraining the data values that are acceptable or valid (Figure 4). 
 
Figure 4. Example of a patient summary archetype 
One interesting property of archetypes is their reusability. We can reuse ar-
chetypes by aggregating them into a bigger one. Thus, we can construct complex 
archetypes based on simpler ones without repeating the data structure. We can also 
reuse an archetype by specialization. This is achieved by providing further con-
straint the structure already expressed by other archetype. Since this process can 
be repeated as many times as needed, there exists an underlying specialization hi-
erarchy behind every archetype whose root is a RM class which has a succession of 
children archetypes. The deeper the level of the hierarchy is, the more constrained 
or specialized the archetype is. 
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However, archetypes are not only a structural definition of data. They are 
also the link between information structures and their semantic description. Once 
an archetype structure is created, terminology bindings can be specified to describe 
the meaning of that structure. Moreover, terminologies can also be used to describe 
the set of data values or valid codes that can be used as data items during the clinical 
data instance generation. Therefore, clinical terminologies are the third basic ele-
ment of semantic interoperability. 
2.5. Clinical terminologies 
Clinical terminologies are an essential part of de documentation of health 
care. As defined by Alan Rector, “clinical terminology concerns the meaning, ex-
pression, and use of concepts in statements in the medical record or other clinical 
information system” [22]. They provide a coded and controlled vocabulary that 
identifies univocally the different concepts involved in medical science. 
Health professionals use clinical terminologies as controlled vocabularies, to 
annotate portions of the health data of patients recorded during a health care ac-
tivity. The intention is to mitigate the vagueness of natural language, thus improv-
ing the accuracy of health records. 
A meaningful analysis of clinical recorded data also requires the use of ter-
minologies. Examples of these analyses include the classification of diseases to 
study their prevalence, the analysis of costs of health care, and the support of pop-
ulation health or facilitating clinical research. Not using clinical terminologies to 
describe formally the registered clinical data would hinder all these activities. 
There is a broad variety of clinical terminologies. Their coverage ranges from 
very specific domains, to comprehensive terminologies that nearly cover the com-
plete health domain. They can be highly granular and define very specific concepts, 
or define only generic concepts for classification or aggregation purposes. Any of 
these approaches can be useful depending on the scenario of use.  
Some examples of widely used terminologies are: 
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• SNOMED CT. A global terminology for healthcare. It allows the representation 
of nearly any clinical information in a coded form, with a high level of expres-
sivity. SNOMED CT not only provides a set of coded concepts and terms, but 
also the relationships between concepts. This provides support for meaning-
based retrieval, analysis and reporting of clinical data [23]. 
• ICD-10. The 10th revision of the International Statistical Classification of Dis-
eases and Related Health Problems is a medical classification published by the 
World Health Organization (WHO). It contains codes for diseases, signs and 
symptoms, abnormal findings, complaints, social circumstances, and external 
causes of injury or diseases [24]. 
• LOINC. Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes is an international 
terminology for identifying health measurements, observations, and docu-
ments [25]. It is widely used in clinical laboratories reporting, but its use is in-
creasingly spreading to other areas. 
Clinical terminologies not only describe health data instances, but also play 
an important role in the initial definition of archetypes. Archetypes are both a defi-
nition of information structures, and a concept definition, that is, archetypes are 
collections of information items with a specific meaning. Clinical terminologies are 
the mechanism to describe that meaning. 
Once we have modeled an information structure in the form of an archetype, 
we can bind it to clinical terminologies to provide a univocal definition of the model. 
We can bind archetypes and terminologies in two different ways: 
• Value binding. The primary use of terminologies is to annotate data. Since one 
of the objectives of archetypes is to define a schema for data, they also must 
guide how we can register coded data. First, we specify value sets from a termi-
nology, i.e. sets of possible codes that can be used to annotate a type of coded 
data. For example, a value set for oncology diagnosis, or a value set for pediatric 
procedures. There are two strategies to create a value set: using an extensional 
definition or using an intensional definition. An extensional definition of a 
coded value set means that we explicitly and individually select the concepts 
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that are part of the value set. An intensional definition of a value set means that 
we specify the properties that the selected codes must fulfill in the form of an 
executable expression or query to the terminology server. As an example, 
SNOMED CT provides the Expression Constraint Language [26] to define inten-
sional value sets. Second, we have to assign a value set to coded data elements 
of the archetype. This means to constrain the possible values that coded ele-
ments of the archetype can register to the values included in a specific value 
set.  
• Semantic binding. We can use terminologies to specify the meaning of the ar-
chetype elements. An archetype is a definition of a clinical information struc-
ture. Although it follows the rules of an underlying reference model, it is not 
enough to provide a specific meaning of those information structures and data 
elements. We can use terminologies to describe the meaning of each of the ar-
chetype data elements. This will allow the automatic and semantic processing 
of archetypes, and thus, it is an essential part to make archetypes semantically 
interoperable. 
For example, a blood pressure archetype specifies the data elements that can 
be registered in the EHR (i.e. systolic and diastolic values, both measured in mmHg, 
and greater than or equal to zero). At the same time, the blood pressure archetype 
incorporates the semantic mapping of the data elements by adding mappings to 
medical terminologies (i.e. the archetype structure is mapped to SNOMED CT con-
cepts 75367002 |Blood pressure (observable entity)|, 271650006 |Diastolic blood 
pressure (observable entity)|, and 271649006 |Systolic blood pressure (observable 
entity)|). Finally, according to the registered data, a hypertension diagnosis might 
be recorded in the EHR as 38341003 |Hypertensive disorder, systemic arterial (dis-
order)| 
Clinical terminologies are large. ICD 10 has nearly 72,000 diagnostic codes, 
LOINC has more than 91,000 codes, and SNOMED CT has more than 340,000 con-
cept codes, nearly 900,000 terms and 2,750,000 relationships. It becomes neces-
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sary to use the appropriate software to manage, explore and use clinical terminol-
ogies. This is the role of terminology servers. Terminology servers are specialized 
systems that provide an accessible repository of medical conceptual knowledge 
(concepts), potentially mapped to different natural languages (terms) [27]. Termi-
nology servers are usually accompanied by a terminology browser that facilitates 
the exploration of the terminologies. The functionalities provided by terminology 
servers can include searching codes to obtain their textual description, searching 
natural text to obtain candidate codes, search for translations of a code into differ-
ent languages, search for mappings of a code to different terminologies, the man-
agement of versions of the terminologies, or the creation, management and publi-
cation of value sets. These functionalities can be offered using a visual user interface 
or accessed through a service API, such as CTS2 [28] or HL7 FHIR.  
We can use these APIs to connect a terminology server to other systems, such 
as archetype editors, to support terminology mappings during the archetype mod-
eling. However, the incorporation of terminologies to archetypes needs a method-
ological solution in addition to the technical solution. The creation of archetypes 
must follow a clear strategy, a formal modeling process that guides both the defini-
tion of the information structures and the definition terminology mappings. This 
will help in creating quality archetypes where the information structures are 
aligned with terminologies. Moreover, once the archetypes and value sets are cre-
ated, we will need a governance process to maintain them up to date to new re-
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Study of archetype modeling methodol-
ogies and governance initiatives 
 
Two of the components of semantic interoperability mentioned in the previ-
ous chapter already have mature methodologies guiding their development. EHR 
reference standards, when implemented as software, follow existing software en-
gineering and logical database design methodologies [29–35]. There are also several 
development methodologies for creating terminologies and ontologies [36–40]. 
However, CIMs, and in particular archetypes, lack a well stablished methodology 
for their development, as concluded in a previous study [11]. They also lack govern-
ance guidelines that define the context where archetypes are developed, main-
tained, and published, i.e. archetype governance guidelines. 
To develop a proposal for an archetype development methodology and the 
guidelines for their governance, it is necessary to study and analyze existing expe-
riences in this area. In this chapter we provide a comparative study of experiences 
documented in the literature to learn the requirements of archetype modeling 
methodologies and archetype governance principles. 
3.1. Modeling of archetypes 
Clinical experts are usually in charge of developing archetypes in the context 
of a local, regional, or national EHR project, where archetypes provide a formal de-
scription of the clinical information to be used or shared. The benefits of using an 
archetype modeling methodology are twofold. Firstly, the methodology helps in the 
coordination of the development team and provides a set of tools and strategies to 
ease and accelerate the development process. Secondly, it facilitates the reuse of 
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archetypes created by different teams. Following ad hoc methodologies, archetype 
authors might produce archetypes that are only usable in their own projects, but 
not in other contexts. New archetypes might overlap or be incompatible with exist-
ing ones. This is the result of considering archetype creation as a craft rather than 
an engineering process. To mitigate this problem, we need to provide archetype 
authors with specific and formal rules that guide archetype development and gov-
ernance. A clear archetype modeling methodology is necessary to define reusable 
and sound archetypes. 
A characteristic of archetypes is that they can combine, in a single artefact, 
the specification of information structures, and their semantic description through 
medical terminologies. Due to this close relationship, and to achieve meaningful re-
sults when building archetypes, archetype modeling methodologies should be 
aligned to the modeling of software, terminologies and ontologies. 
Table 2 provides a short summary of methodologies that influence the design 
of an archetype modeling methodology. A more detailed description of the activi-
ties covered by each type of methodology is included in the following sections. 






Scope of the  
modeled artefact 
Example artefacts Example methodologies 
Software 
modeling 
Data model Model of the basic data 
structures of the EHR 
ISO 13606 Reference Model 
OpenEHR Reference Model 
Software engineering methodologies, 
data base methodologies, IEEE 1074 






Model of the domain-ori-
ented information struc-
tures 
ISO 13606 archetypes 
OpenEHR archetypes 
Only partial experiences are found in the 
literature without describing the devel-





Model of meaning includ-
ing medical vocabularies, 
concept definitions and 
their relationships 
Open Biological and Bio-
medical Ontology (OBO) 
UPON, On-To-Knowledge, TOVE, IDEF5, 
METHONTOLOGY… 




3.1.1. Software development methodologies 
Software development methodologies and software engineering provide a 
reliable reference for developing archetypes from a technical perspective. Arche-
types are part of the software specifications of EHR systems since they constrain a 
particular object-oriented RM, i.e. a model that can be implemented in systems to 
store and communicate data instances. Thus, there is a direct relationship between 
archetypes and technical implementations of information systems, which in turns 
implies a relationship between archetype modeling and software development.  
There are many software development methodologies. For example, the tra-
ditional waterfall model [29], the incremental build model [30], the spiral model 
[31], or the more recent agile software development methodologies [32]. Beyond 
their specific differences, they share common development phases: requirements 
analysis, functional and technical design, implementation, testing and installation. 
Several standards have formalized the process of software development. One of 
them is the IEEE 1074 standard for developing a software project life cycle process 
[33]. It provides a basic common framework to be followed by any specific software 
development methodology. Similarly, the ISO/IEC 12207 standard [34] establishes 
guidance for software life cycle processes, activities and tasks during the develop-
ment, operation, maintenance and disposal of software products.  
It is also worth mentioning logical database modeling [35], whose objective 
is to define the most optimal and detailed data model of a database. This includes 
identifying entities, their attributes, relationships between the entities, and nor-
malizing the data model. These activities are also relevant for archetype modeling. 
3.1.2. Clinical information modeling methodologies 
In a previous work [11] the author contributed to a systematic review of CIM 
development methodologies found in over 50 published papers. The conclusion of 
the systematic review was that a unified modeling methodology does not exist. 
Most of the existing CIM developments shared a similar approach, although only in 
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few cases the authors clearly described the methodology followed. The identified 
common phases included the scope definition, the analysis of the information cov-
ered in the specific domain, the design of CIMs, the definition of implementable 
specifications, the validation of CIMs, and their publication and maintenance. 
In the case of archetype modeling, the most relevant reference is the 
openEHR data modeling approach (ODMA) [41], a five step methodology used by 
some archetype authors. However, only a sparse description of the methodology 
steps is found in the literature. There is no detailed information about the complete 
methodology workflow, the expected inputs and outputs of each step, or about the 
required participants during the modeling process. Moreover, ODMA is focused to 
the development of openEHR archetypes and its tooling ecosystem, and not a ge-
neric archetype modeling methodology.  All these factors limit the applicability of 
ODMA. 
3.1.3. Ontological modeling methodologies 
There are several examples of ontology development methodologies. A non-
exhaustive list would include the United Process for Ontologies (UPON) [36], On-
To-Knowledge [37], TOVE project [38], IDEF5 [39], or METHONTOLOGY [40]. 
The objective of these methodologies is to provide guidelines about the spec-
ification, conceptualization, formalization and implementation of ontologies. They 
share the following phases: 
1. Specification of the scenario and scope, mentioned in all the analyzed meth-
odologies [36–40]. This phase establishes the purpose, context, and scenar-
ios of use of the ontology to be developed. 
2. Knowledge acquisition, mentioned in [36,37,39,40]. It includes the collec-
tion of relevant data, documentation and existing ontologies in order to an-
alyze, and refine the ontology requirements. 
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3. Conceptualization. It consists on the structuration of the domain 
knowledge in terms of concepts, attributes and relationships. It also in-
cludes the development of a terminology or glossary of terms for the ontol-
ogy. All the analyzed ontology methodologies include this phase. 
4. Implementation. In this phase, the ontology is encoded using a formal lan-
guage such as OWL. It requires the use of a development environment with 
editors, syntactic analyzers, and validators that help in detecting inconsist-
encies or redundant knowledge. Again, all the studied methodologies in-
clude this phase. 
5. Evaluation, mentioned in [36,37,39,40]. The evaluation phase guarantees 
that the ontology is fit for purpose, and that it meets all the initial require-
ments. It may also evaluate the syntactic and semantic quality of the ontol-
ogy. 
In addition to these activities, only one methodology [37] mentions the appli-
cation of the ontologies and their future evolution and maintenance. It is also the 
only one to mention the tools and participants in the ontology development pro-
cess. 
3.2. Governance of archetypes 
Archetype development usually takes place in the context of a broader arche-
type governance process that identifies the need of developing a new set of arche-
types, and controls how to use them after their development.  
The concept of archetype governance derives from the existing concept of IT 
governance [42,43]. IT governance provides the technological infrastructure and 
infostructure needed to support a business strategy. In the context of health infor-
mation systems based on an archetype approach, archetype governance focuses in 
the infostructure aspect, since archetypes are the mechanism for the definition of 
the data structures of health information systems. Archetype governance supports 
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the process of creating and managing archetypes and their relations among them 
and to other semantic interoperability resources such as terminologies.  
Health information systems designers rely on archetype governance to coor-
dinate archetype development, to identify the need of new archetypes, to identify 
the obsolescence of existing archetypes, or to avoid overlap between archetypes. 
Despite its importance in building health information systems, there are few refer-
ences to archetype governance in the literature. Moreover, they are inconsistent in 
defining the scope of the governance process. It becomes necessary to identify the 
different areas of knowledge governance to understand where to locate archetype 









Figure 5. Areas of knowledge governance 
Domain knowledge governance, or knowledge management, is “all tasks re-
lated to establishing (…) formal and informal organizational mechanisms and struc-
tures in order to systematically influence the building, dissemination and maintain-
ing of knowledge within and between domains” [44]. It is a generic denomination 
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applicable to any organization that relies in information technologies, information 
structures and any other knowledge resources as part of their business activities. 
In the case of the clinical domain, some authors introduce the concept of clin-
ical knowledge governance (CKG) [45,46]. CKG covers the management of all kinds 
of knowledge resources used in a clinical domain, including archetypes, templates 
(localized archetypes), and terminology value sets. These resources are essential 
for the design, development and use of clinical information systems. As it has been 
previously explained, the definition of any archetype information structure must 
be completed with terminology bindings, to make the archetype semantically in-
teroperable. The management of archetypes and terminologies is closely related, 
but they require specific rules of governance. For example, during the governance 
of archetypes it is important to maximize the reuse of existing information struc-
tures. It is also important to adjust the data structure to the specific local needs of 
the users, and to provide a mechanism to modify archetypes and make them pub-
licly. In the case of terminologies, it is important to define the adequate value sets 
containing the codes needed at each place of the information structure and to sup-
port local descriptions and interface terminologies. For these reasons, CKG is fur-
ther specialized into two areas: archetype governance and terminology govern-
ance. 
Archetype governance includes the management of existing archetypes and 
the identification of requirements for creating new archetypes. S. Collins describes  
a 10 step process for the governance of structured data elements within an EHR 
implementation [47]: identify clinical topics, create draft models, score data needs, 
prioritize clinical models based on score, validate models, calculate gap between 
the EHR and the models, communicate models across project members, request re-
visions, evaluate usage of the models, and monitor for new evidence requiring re-
visions. S. Garde describes a similar approach for CKG, but in only 5 steps [45]: ar-
chetype development, archetype review, feedback consolidation, publication of 
archetypes, and post-publication activities. 
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Those publications consider that archetype modeling is a part of archetype 
governance, including tasks such as the identification, creation, validation, and 
monitoring of structured data models. They also include the management of the 
archetype life cycle and the publication of archetypes as part of the governance pro-
cess. However, both the archetype modeling and the archetype governance are dif-
ferent processes, although closely related. This is a principle followed in this thesis. 
Regarding terminology governance, also known as terminology manage-
ment, it is the process of maintenance of the contents of terminologies, including 
the addition or removal of concepts, terms, and relationships. Terminology govern-
ance is especially necessary when working with complex terminologies such as 
SNOMED CT but exceeds the scope of this thesis. 
3.2.1. Governance initiatives and systems 
Archetype governance heavily relies on tools and specialized platforms to 
achieve its objectives. In this section, we will analyze existing initiatives and gov-
ernance information systems to compare their functionalities. Since the number of 
archetype governance systems available is limited, we will also include other CIM 
governance information systems in the analysis. The only difference is that they use 
a different format for defining the clinical information models.  
A governance system should provide two main functions: 
• To provide support for storage and publication of clinical information mod-
els. Editing tools should be connected and work in collaboration with the re-
pository, which will support archetype discovery and reuse during the edition 
process and store the final specification of the model. 
• To facilitate the management of the governance activities. This includes the 
control of the life cycle of the models, their versioning, the management of edi-
torial teams, and the management of other documentation and resources re-
lated to the models. 
In the archetype sphere, most of the exiting systems work with openEHR ar-
chetypes. The main platform is the openEHR Clinical Knowledge Manager software 
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(CKM) [48]. It is available as a web page where anybody can explore existing 
openEHR archetypes, while the archetype editorial team can control their develop-
ment process (Figure 6). It is probably the most complete information model re-
pository in the world. Additionally, several replicas of the same system serve na-
tional or local EHR projects, such as the Norwegian national CKM [49] and the 
German HiGHmed project CKM [50].  
 
Figure 6. openEHR international CKM 
As of June 2020, the international openEHR CKM includes around 950 
openEHR archetypes, and nearly 125 templates. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show a 
breakdown of those archetypes and templates. Most of the archetypes are still in a 
draft status (n=379, 40%), while only 109 archetypes (11%) are in a published sta-
tus. In the case of templates, 81 of 124 templates (65%) are draft, and there are not 
published templates. However, we must remember that templates are designed for 
local use, so it is not critical that they are validated and published at an international 
level. 
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Figure 7. Number of archetypes in the openEHR CKM as of June 2020 
 
Figure 8. Number of templates in the openEHR CKM as of June 2020 
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Despite the small number of published archetypes and templates, the 
achievements of the openEHR CKM is noteworthy. Heather Leslie, one of the main 
editors of openEHR archetypes, has estimated the time spent in designing, review-
ing, publishing and translating all these archetypes in a range between 8.5 and 10 
person years [51].  It is remarkable that this is a public, open source effort. It be-
comes clear that such an effort requires to be done under well stablished manage-
ment rules and must have tools to coordinate the participation of multiple people 
around the world. 
China is also in the process of adopting openEHR archetypes. They have de-
veloped their own solution for the management of openEHR archetypes, called the 
Healthcare Modeling Collaboration (HMC) [52]. It is a CKM-like system that sup-
ports both openEHR archetypes and templates (Figure 9). As of June 2020, 441 ar-
chetypes are available in the platform, plus 22 archetypes and 1 template specific 
for COVID-19 data. 
 
Figure 9. Healthcare Modeling Collaboration archetype manager 
The Archetype Management System (ArchMS) [53], developed by the Univer-
sidad de Murcia, is a system designed for importing, exporting, validating, annotat-
ing and searching archetypes using OWL technologies. It can work with both ISO 
13606 and openEHR, by mapping them to a common ontology. When an archetype 
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is uploaded to the platform, it is converted to OWL in order to apply a series of se-
mantic methods. They include archetype constraints validation, archetype trans-
formation between both standards, archetype semantic search, support for arche-
type-based applications, calculation of archetype similarity, and recommendation 
of learning contents (Figure 10). 
 
Figure 10. ArchMS system 
A special case of study is the openEHR Archetype Designer [54]. This arche-
type editor can use different cloud data repositories such as Google Drive, Dropbox, 
or GitHub to store and retrieve the edited archetypes. This fulfills the archetype 
storage requirement, but does not provide any functionality related to the other 
governance activities. Thus, this system is not included in our study. A similar case 
happens with some archetype-based EHR systems. These systems are designed to 
support data entry and storage of clinical data compliant with archetypes. They 
usually incorporate an internal archetype repository, but just to support the clinical 
data management and not the CIM governance itself. Therefore, they are not in-
cluded in our analysis either. Examples of these systems are ZK-ARCHE [55] and 
OntoCR [56]. 
Outside the archetype ecosystem, other CIM repositories exist, which use dif-
ferent formats for clinical information model definitions. We will focus on systems 
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that provide support for the most common health information interoperability 
standards based on clinical information models. Those are HL7 CDA, HL7 FHIR, 
CIMI models and CEM models, all described in Section 2.4. 
The most common approach for defining model for the HL7 CDA standard is 
using implementation guidelines, written documents that describe, in a tabular or 
semi-structured format, the constraints that a CDA document must fulfill. An imple-
mentation guideline is the mechanism for defining HL7 CDA templates. 
However, there is a more structured approach for defining and govern these 
guidelines. It is the ART-DECOR system [57], an open-source tool that supports the 
creation and maintenance of HL7 CDA templates, value sets, scenarios and data sets 
(Figure 11). It is a comprehensive system that supports nearly every aspect of the 
governance. With a solid focus on publishing HL7 CDA template specifications, it 
does not neglect the management of those specifications and the management of 
several related resources, such as terminology value sets or the management of 
projects composed by multiple information models. 
 
Figure 11. ART-DECOR management system 
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For HL7 FHIR resources, the main reference is SIMPLIFIER.NET [58] a web 
site for searching published resources, including profiles, extensions, or terminol-
ogy value sets. While the HL7 FHIR specifications web page is limited to the publi-
cation of the official FHIR resource definitions, SIMPLIFIER.NET is a commercial 
tool that supports the management of FHIR implementation projects. It is possible 
to setup a project, select or upload resources to it of any type, assign members to 
the project with admin, read or write rights, and finally document the project an 
publish it using a public URL. An example of a FHIR project for cancer information 
can be seen in Figure 12. 
 
Figure 12. Example of a SIMPLIFIER.NET project 
CIMI and CEM are two international initiatives for the creation of generic and 
interoperable clinical information models. CIMI defines its own RM and uses arche-
types for the definition of models, which are published in the CIMI Browser [59]. 
CEM defines its clinical models using a proprietary format, and they are published 
in the the OpenCEM Browser [60]. In both cases, the browsers only provide basic 
search capabilities and a visualization of the models, and cannot be considered 
complete governance systems. 
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Finally, we will describe the SOM-SNS governance system. SOM-SNS [61] is 
the platform used by the Spanish Ministry of Health for the management of CIMs of 
the National EHR project. The main characteristic of this system is that allows the 
governance of CIMs independently of any particular RM or CIM format. Using SOM-
SNS it is possible to manage ISO 13606 archetypes, openEHR archetypes, HL7 CDA 
templates, HL7 FHIR resources, and any other definition format, including other 
documentation needed to explain the underlying knowledge represented in the 
CIM. It can also manage terminology reference sets. Additionally, both CIMs and 
terminology reference sets can be managed under the umbrella of a project. Figure 
13 shows the representation of a Patient Summary model in SOM-SNS and its re-
lated CIM implementations: an ISO 13606 archetype, an ISO 13606 validation 
script, an HL7 CDA template, a sample data instance, and two SNOMED CT reference 
sets. 
 
Figure 13. SOM-SNS governance platform 
SOM-SNS is a deployment of LinkEHR Model Manager, a CIM governance sys-
tem described in detail in Section 6.1.2, as it is part of the results of this thesis. 
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3.2.2. Comparative analysis 
Considering the repositories and systems described in the previous section, 
we can compare them and analyze their characteristics, functionalities, strengths 
and limitations. This comparison is made from a functional perspective, since the 
technologies used to implement the systems does not directly influence in their 
governance capabilities. 
We will limit the analysis to those systems that are actually available and in 
use by national or international organizations, excluding prototype systems. We 
will also exclude those systems that only provide a search interface but no addi-
tional governance functionalities. 
The following characteristics of each of the systems will be analyzed: 
• Supported standards. Which are the reference models, standard or not, 
supported by the system? 
• Supported types of CIM. Which are the formats or types of CIM definitions 
supported by the system? Archetypes, templates, resources… 
• Accessibility. Is the system open to public participation? 
• Management of user groups or editorial teams. Does the system allow 
the management of user group, assigned to different models or with differ-
ent responsibilities? 
• Governance of projects or scopes. Does the system allow to create pro-
jects or collections of models focused in a particular scope? 
• Semantic governance. Does the system use terminologies or ontologies to 
characterize the models and to support their exploitation? 
• Management of CIM metadata. Does the system allow adding metadata to 
the models such as description of the model, authors, participants or pur-
pose? 




• Management of CIM lifecycle. Does the system control the lifecycle of the 
models? 
• Comments and reviews. Does the system provide support for comment-
ing or reviewing the models? 
• Translations. Does the system provide support for translations to multiple 
languages? 
• Terminological resources. Does the system support the publication or 
governance of terminological resources? 
• Technical resources. Does the system support the publication or govern-
ance of technical and implementation-oriented resources? 
• Clinical evidence documentation. Does the system support the publica-
tion or management of domain knowledge literature that support the 
model’s definition? 
• Additional functionalities. Identification of any additional functionality 
that is relevant from the governance perspective. 
The results of this analysis can be seen in Table 3. 
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HL7 CDA HL7 FHIR Multiple 





















Public or  
private  
participation 





Management of user groups 
or editorial teams 
Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
Governance of projects or 
scopes 
Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
Semantic governance Yes Unknown Yes No No Yes 
Management of CIM 
metadata 
Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
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Table 3. Comparative analysis of CIM governance systems 
 
Management of CIM ver-
sions 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Management of CIM lifecycle Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Comments and reviews Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 
Translations Yes No No No No Yes 
Terminological resources Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 
Technical resources Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 
Clinical evidence documen-
tation 
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One of the major conclusions of the analysis is that most of CIM governance 
systems are only designed to work with one type of CIM format (either archetypes 
or HL7 artifacts) and using only one RM, or closely related RM at most (openEHR 
and ISO 13606, or HL7 CDA and HL7 FHIR). There is only one case, SOM-SNS, that 
covers multiple standards and CIM formats. Being limited to one type of RM and 
CIM has the benefit of being able to build systems that are specifically designed for 
them, and that can provide fine-tuned interfaces and functionalities. The drawback 
is that this approach makes difficult achieving interoperable models between dif-
ferent standards, or reusing the knowledge represented in existing models. More-
over, working with a single RM may fulfill the needs of national or regional EHR 
interoperability projects, where the decision of the RM to be used is taken for all 
the territory. In contrast, international EHR modeling initiatives would benefit of 
being able to accept CIM expressed in any format of following any RM to boost co-
operation between their members. 
The type of EHR project also influences on the accessibility of the systems. 
Most of the studied systems are open for public participation, always after a regis-
tration process. In some cases, like the Chinese HMC is limited for their citizens. In 
other cases, the governance systems support both public and private projects, 
which might be useful for very specific scenarios, or confidential research projects.    
A public registration does not mean that the new users have rights to modify 
anything of the models. Usually, the registration is needed just for audit reasons 
and provides a read-only access to the models, or the capability of making com-
ments or rising issues about the models. The most common approach in the studied 
systems is to have a user or role management that allows assigning additional 
rights to some users. For example, editorial or administrative rights to create new 
models, to version them, to edit and modify their contents, to change the lifecycle 
state or even to make them obsolete. 
Another functionality that is shared is the possibility of creating projects or 
domains of use for the CIMs and their related resources. A project can cover a sce-
nario of use, a knowledge area, or a specific work package.  CIMS and any other 
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interoperability resources are then assigned or attached to the project. Working at 
a project level facilitates the governance of sets of models and any additional ter-
minological, technical or documentation resources. It serves as a single access point 
to retrieve the interoperability specifications for a particular use case. 
We can also take profit of ontologies to offer a semantic governance of CIM.  
The models can be annotated and classified on criteria like their application do-
mains, by mapping them to a classification ontology or terminology.  This creates a 
semantic description layer over the models that can be used for improved search 
capabilities. This approach is supported by three out of six of the studied systems, 
each of them with different capabilities. ArchMS is the system with the most pro-
found support of ontologies as the basis for archetype management. It combines 
the terminological annotations that are present in the archetypes with ontologies 
available in BioPortal [62] to create a richer semantic description of the models. 
OpenEHR CKM uses a predefined internal ontology to classify the uploaded arche-
types according their domain of use. Finally, SOM-SNS provides a simple termino-
logical annotation of the models to facilitate their search.  
In addition to semantic descriptions, governance should support metadata-
based strategies for the identification, description, and control of their evolution. 
Nearly all the studied systems allow defining metadata of the models. The exception 
is ArchMS, probably due to their focus on the semantic classification as explained 
before. In all the other cases, metadata includes the possibility of including infor-
mation such as a textual description of the model, the context of use, keywords, in-
formation about the authors and participants, etc. 
It is also important to maintain a version control and a lifecycle status of the 
models. CIMs are entities in constant evolution. They are created in an iterative pro-
cess, refining their information structure and terminology mappings. Version con-
trol allows a seamless coexistence of different definitions of the models. Each ver-
sion of the model must have its own identifier, and each version can be retrieved 
from the system in case it is needed. Lifecycle status serves to know the reliability 
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of the models (from a draft model, to a published or obsolete model). All the studied 
systems support this kind of information. 
Collaboration in the creation and evolution of CIMs is part of the essence of 
governance systems. For that reason, most of the studied systems include the pos-
sibility of adding comments to the models or raising concerns about them. A pow-
erful community of users is essential to define quality CIMs since they will provide 
different points of view and requirements to be fulfilled by the models. Governance 
systems must provide mechanisms to promote this participation, as it occurs in 
most of the studied systems. In this aspect, openEHR CKM is probably a referent for 
all the other systems given its vivid community of archetype editors and users. 
The support of translations to multiple languages is one of the negative re-
sults of this comparative study. There is a clear tendency to limit the description 
and metadata of the CIMs to a single language, usually English. Although govern-
ance systems will allow using a different language for the metadata, they do not 
usually allow the coexistence of multiple languages. Here we are not talking about 
the actual contents of the CIM, and its information structure, since the multilingual 
support will depend on the characteristics of each CIM format, but to the multilin-
gual support of the metadata accessible using the governance system interface. 
There are two significative exceptions to this, the openEHR CKM and SOM-SNS. 
Both systems implement a native support for multilingual metadata, which mean 
that all the descriptions and documentation of the models can be translated to mul-
tiple languages, empowering the international collaboration in the edition and re-
use of the information models. 
We finally have to analyze the support of additional artifacts or resources 
attached to a CIM definition. Table 3 distinguishes three types of resources: termi-
nological resources, technical resources, and clinical evidence resources.  
Terminological resources refer to value sets, subsets, reference sets, or any 
other specification format of collections of terminology codes. As we know, a CIM 
is a combination of an information structure and a semantic description of that in-
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formation by means of terminologies. When a CIM is defined, it should be accompa-
nied by terminology sets that indicate the acceptable coded valued in some specific 
data elements. Arguably, these terminology value sets should be managed by a ded-
icated system: a terminology server. However, it is also useful that the CIM govern-
ance system provides a basic management of such value sets or, at least, the ability 
of linking the CIM to a terminology server.  OpenEHR CKM, ART-DÉCOR, SIMPLI-
FIER.NET and SOM-SNS include functionality for the terminological resources man-
agement. They can store named collections of codes or reference to existing ones, 
and in some cases, such as SOM-SNS, it is possible to create intensional reference 
sets, i.e. dynamically create the value set by defining the properties that must be 
fulfilled by the codes. 
Technical resources are all the artifacts that can accompany a CIM and that 
support its implementation in EHR systems. Technical resources can be of a wide 
variety: sample data, programming scripts, implementation guidelines, prototype 
screens generators, etc. The objective of these resources is to help minimizing the 
gap between the medical definition of a CIM and knowledge of technical implement-
ers. OpenEHR CKM, SIMPLIFIER.NET and SOM-SNS support technical resources 
management. ART-DÉCOR does not allow attaching technical resources, but it is 
able to automatically generate code to support implementation activities. 
 Clinical evidence or domain knowledge resources are the documentation 
that validates the data contents of the CIM structure. It is mainly composed by med-
ical literature and examples of how existing EHR systems are representing a partic-
ular information. The management of clinical evidence documentation is made dif-
ferently in each of the systems that support it. While openEHR CKM and SOM-SNS 
allow attaching any type of document or medical literature related to the model 
design, SIMPLIFIER.NET provides an embedded wiki system to document any de-
sired aspect of the model. The most advanced proposal comes from ArchMS, which 
can recommend learning contents related to an archetype that may help patients 
or clinicians to improve their knowledge about a specific health issue.  
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Chapter 4  
Archetype modeling methodology 
 
This chapter is an excerpt of the paper “Archetype modeling methodology” 
by D. Moner, J.A. Maldonado and M. Robles, originally published in the Journal of 
Biomedical Informatics, 79 (2018) 71–81. [63] 
 
The methodologies described in Section 3.1 were used as an initial reference 
for our development. Learning from existing good practices in modeling clinical in-
formation models, information structures, and ontologies helped in setting the ini-
tial main phases of our archetype modeling methodology. This helped to align our 
archetype modeling methodology to the modeling of other health information arte-
facts. Since all these artefacts work coordinately inside information systems, it is 
recommendable that they follow the same design principles. 
4.1. Requirements 
We define the methodology based on the specific needs and characteristics 
of archetypes [64], and their development process. We present next a comprehen-
sive list of requirements covered by the methodology. 
• Archetypes are built according to an underlying RM. Archetype authors 
must consider the underlying structure and the contextual information al-
ready supported by the RM when creating archetypes. 
• Ensure that the archetypes represent all or most of the information re-
quired in the proposed scenarios of use. 
• Facilitate the creation of reusable archetypes. An archetype definition 
should be sufficiently generic to be reusable in other scenarios. Afterwards, 
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archetypes can be modified by specialization and versioning in order to 
meet specific requirements. 
• Coordinate the concurrent use of archetypes and terminologies. Terminol-
ogies are used to define the semantics of the archetype structure itself, and 
to define the valid values for coded data. Guidance on how to combine ar-
chetypes and terminologies should be provided.  
• Support the participation of technical and clinical specialist in the modeling 
process. Building archetypes is a multidisciplinary task. It requires the par-
ticipation of experts on the medical domain and experts on the technical 
standards used. An archetype development methodology should define the 
role of the participants.  
• Guarantee archetype quality [65]. Menárguez-Tortosa et al. [66] analyzed 
the quality of existing archetypes and concluded that “around 1/5 of arche-
type specializations contain modeling errors, the most common mistakes 
being related to coded terms and terminological bindings. […] This result 
reinforces the need for making serious efforts in improving archetype de-
sign processes”.  
• Establish the relationship between archetype modeling and archetype gov-
ernance. Archetype governance includes the set of policies, actions, and 
tools to ensure that archetypes can be identified, stored, searched, and that 
they can evolve to meet new requirements. The relationship between ar-
chetypes, and between archetypes and other semantic EHR resources (ter-
minology value sets or clinical guidelines for example) has to be properly 
managed to guarantee an ecosystem of quality interoperability assets 
[67,68]. Although this paper does not cover archetype governance, it wraps 
our archetype development methodology proposal. 
• Templates are particular types of archetypes for specific use cases. While 
archetypes provide generic and reusable definitions of the information 
model, templates define specific configurations of archetypes. The defini-
tion of templates must be covered by the methodology. 
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The methodology described in this section is the result of nearly 15 years of 
practical development of archetypes in regional and national EHR projects. The de-
velopment of the methodology is based on an iterative trial and error approach. 
Each implementation experience served to learn about the limitations of the meth-
odology that triggered the definition of improved versions. 
The Archetype Modeling Methodology (AMM) formally defines the com-
mon phases and good practices to follow when developing archetypes. The meth-
odology also covers two fundamental aspects for the success of archetype develop-
ment: the selection of the group of people participating in the modeling process, 
and the need of using design guidelines to guarantee the consistence of the out-
comes. 
4.2. Work group 
Success of archetype modeling depends on the group of people involved in 
the process. Archetypes can be used in multiple settings, potentially serving multi-
ple healthcare specialties. A good archetype design team should include, at least, 
health professionals providing knowledge about different domains of use, experts 
in clinical terminologies, and technical professionals who are familiar to the RM and 
the archetype tooling. The following members should be part of the archetype mod-
eling group: 
• Group leader. Person in charge of coordinating the work of the group and 
responsible of governing the archetype modeling process. Preferably, the 
group leader should have a clinical profile, with also some technical skills 
and knowledge of the archetype development process. Archetype modeling 
requires reaching a consensus and harmonization of different needs and 
opinions. The group leader has to make a decision when discrepancies arise 
between the team members, to facilitate agreements between them. 
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• Clinical experts. They responsible for providing inputs to the modeling 
process. They have to define the scope of the archetype, to collect infor-
mation requirements, to document the sources of knowledge and refer-
ences used, and to select the information items to be included in the arche-
type. In addition, they decide the structural organization of the information 
items, and the applicable data constraints. 
• Terminology experts. Optionally, terminology experts provide inputs re-
lated to the use of terminologies in combination with archetypes. They are 
in charge of defining the semantic binding between the archetype structure 
and terminology codes. In addition, terminology experts are in charge of 
defining value sets used in coded information elements. 
• Technical experts. Optionally, technical experts with expertise in EHR 
standards and EHR systems implementation can provide insights on the ex-
isting information systems. They also provide advice about difficulties or 
possible limitations for the implementation of the archetypes using a spe-
cific RM, and they can develop the final formal specification of archetypes. 
• Multidisciplinary clinical support team. Additionally, a multidisciplinary 
group of clinicians from different knowledge areas should collaborate with 
the work group. They support the information gathering process and the 
evaluation process of the resulting archetypes, although they might not di-
rectly participate in the modeling process. 
4.3. Selection of the Reference Model 
In order to work with archetypes, it is essential to choose the RM that will be 
the basis for their definition. Only ISO 13606 and openEHR work natively with ar-
chetypes. However, it has been demonstrated that it is possible to apply the dual 
model methodology to other standards, such as HL7 CDA or CDISC ODM [69]. Each 
of the RMs has its own technical characteristics and scope. The needs of the working 
scenario have to be studied to select the most appropriate standard in each case. 
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However, it is possible that the RM is already decided by the local or organizational 
regulations. 
4.4. Design guidelines 
A design guideline describes the general rules, best practices, and common 
agreements to ensure a consistent development of archetypes at a national, re-
gional or organizational level. Archetype design guidelines specify common rules 
on how to name archetype nodes, how to create commonly used data structures, or 
how to specify the preferred reference terminologies. Guidelines may also describe 
the policy followed to achieve consensus during the development of archetypes. An 
example of an archetype design guideline is provided by openEHR [70]. This guide-
line describes what information is expected to be provided for the archetype 
metadata and the editorial style to be followed. 
The use of appropriate tools such as archetype editors [69,71] can support 
the development process of archetypes and facilitate the achievement of a con-
sistent modeling. Following design guidelines facilitates the maintenance, reuse 
and interoperability of archetypes in broader contexts. The group leader is in 
charge of developing new guidelines or selecting existing ones. Members of the 
work group should be familiar with the guidelines before defining archetypes. 
4.5. Methodology phases 
AMM is a 5-phase methodology that covers the modeling process of arche-
types, from the requirements analysis, to the publication of the result archetypes. 
The phases are analysis, design, development, validation, and publication. The 
phases are divided into activities. Each activity includes a description of the tasks, 
the needed inputs, expected outputs, the tools used, and the participants. The only 















































Figure 14. Graphic summary of the Archetype Modeling Methodology workflow 
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4.5.1. Phase 1. Analysis 
The modeling process starts when a promoter, usually a health professional 
or organization, requires building archetypes to support the information used or 
registered in a specific domain. The objective of the analysis phase is to delimitate 
the scope, requirements and use cases of the clinical domain to be modeled. An ad-
ditional objective is to identify the coarse-grained clinical concepts involved, and 
gather relevant information for the design phase. Figure 15 shows a simplified ex-









Figure 15. A mind map can easily represent the set of concepts and information elements 
discovered during the analysis phase 
• Activity 1.1. Scope definition and work group selection 
o Inputs: A request for modeling clinical information in a specific do-
main.  
o Outputs: Initial analysis document. It includes, at least, the scope of the 
work, the expected uses of the information, the involved information 
systems and care settings, and the list of members of the work group. 
o Description of the activity: The first task is the definition of the pre-
cise scope of the archetypes. A limited scope may result in a set of ar-
chetypes only usable in a very particular scenario. A broad scope may 
end in a large set of archetypes defined simultaneously, hindering the 
overall definition process. The promoter and the leader of the modeling 
work have to define precisely the limits of the scope and use cases to 
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be covered. Then, the members of the work group are selected with a 
multidisciplinary perspective. The participation of experts in the do-
main of study is essential to gain specialized knowledge about the re-
quirements, but it is also important to incorporate experts from other 
fields that can offer new perspectives over the problem under study. 
Finally, it is convenient to provide a first list of information systems and 
care settings where the archetypes are expected to be used. 
o Participants: Promoter of the modeling process, group leader. 
o Tools: Text editor. 
• Activity 1.2. Clinical concept discovery 
o Inputs: Document with the analysis of the scope, requirements, and 
use cases for the archetypes. 
o Outputs: Document with the list of clinical concepts involved in the 
scenarios of use, including the name of each clinical concept, and a 
short description of it. 
o Description of the activity: The objective is to provide a name and 
describe all the clinical concepts that are relevant for each use case. 
Clinical concepts are generic groups of related information involved in 
the modeled scenarios of use. They do not necessary have a one-to-one 
match to the archetypes designed in the next phase, which may be in-
fluenced by the internal architecture of the selected RM. Multiple ar-
chetypes can potentially be derived from a single concept during the 
design phase. The set of identified clinical concepts must cover the 
complete scope and requirements defined in activity 1.1. 
o Participants: Group leader, clinical experts. 
o Tools: Text editor, spreadsheet, mind map. 
• Activity 1.3. Information elements gathering 
o Inputs: Document with the list of clinical concepts. 
o Outputs: Document with the list of information elements associated to 
each clinical concept. 
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o Description of the activity: The objective of this activity is to collect 
the list of specific information elements associated to each clinical con-
cept. Information elements are atomic clinical data items registered in 
the EHR or used in the modeled scenario. Clinical experts’ knowledge 
and expertise is essential to analyze existing documentation, bibliog-
raphy, data entry forms, data interchange messages, data structures 
(databases, information systems, etc.) related to the scope of each clin-
ical concept. They have to decide which data is needed at different 
healthcare levels (primary care, specialized care, emergency care, clin-
ical research, etc.), or requested by different users or roles (clinicians, 
nurses, researchers, administrative staff, etc.). The result will be a col-
lection of information elements that will be part of the archetype defi-
nition. 
o Participants: Group leader, clinical experts. 
o Tools: Bibliography, documentation of existing information systems, 
text editor, spreadsheet, mind map. 
4.5.2. Phase 2. Design 
Once the scope of the modeling process is clear, and the clinical concepts and 
information elements involved are identified, the information has to be organized 
and structured. The constraints on data values are also defined. Figure  16 shows 
the simplified design table for the medication archetype. 
• Activity 2.1. Information structuration 
o Inputs: Document with list of clinical concepts and information ele-
ments. 
o Outputs: Document with the archetype structural design. 
o Description of the activity: An aggregation of the information ele-
ments is needed to create meaningful archetypes. Aggregations might 
correspond, or not, to the originally identified clinical concepts. For ex-
ample, two different clinical concepts may not have much sense as 
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standalone archetypes and may be modeled as part of the same arche-
type. Each designed archetype will have a name, purpose, the list of in-
formation elements included, and how they are structured and orga-
nized. It is recommended, although not mandatory, to be as much 
aligned as possible to the RM chosen for the final implementation. Each 
RM imposes a basic structure for the data with a particular meaning 
and purpose. For example, ISO 13606 defines Compositions, Sections, 
Entries, Clusters and Elements as the basic building blocks of the infor-
mation structures. Data structures should be compliant with the under-
lying RM. It is also possible to design the archetype in a generic way, 
without specifying RM classes, and only include the RM structures dur-
ing the following development phase. The results of the activity will be 
the main reference to build the final archetypes. 
o Participants: Group leader, clinical experts. 
o Tools: Text editor, spreadsheet, mind map. 
 
Figure 16. Example of a design table created during Phase 2 
• Activity 2.2. Constraint definition 
o Inputs: Document with the archetype structural design. 
o Outputs: Document with the complete archetype design specifications, 
including data constraints for each information element. 
Archetype description
Name Medication
Description Information about a medication




Information element Description Mandatory Repeteable Class/Data type Domain
Medication name Commercial brand Yes No Free or coded text
Generic name Yes No Coded value SNOMED CT
Form Presentation. E.g. tablets Yes No Coded value SNOMED CT
Active ingredients Add one group per each ingredient No 1..* Organizer
Substance name No No Free or coded text
Strength No No Physical quantity >0, UCUM
Additional details No No Free text
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o Description of the activity: The archetype structure is refined by in-
cluding information about the constraints applicable to data elements, 
such as occurrences, cardinality, or data types of each element. Data 
constraints applicable to data values are also specified: ranges for nu-
merical values, valid alternatives or fixed values for texts and string 
values, or lists of terminologies that can be used to record data for 
coded values. The constraints and classes defined by the underlying RM 
could be considered, for example to decide the data types of each infor-
mation element. 
o Participants: Group leader, clinical experts. 
o Tools: Text editor, spreadsheet, mind map. 
4.5.3. Phase 3. Development 
The development phase, is focused on the creation of the actual archetypes, 
using the appropriate technology and tools, such as the Archetype Definition Lan-
guage (ADL) [72], archetype editors, and terminology services. New archetypes 
might be created, or existing ones might be reused or adapted if needed. Local con-
figurations of archetypes (templates) might be also created in order to fit specific 
requirements. Figure 17 shows a medication archetype, as the result of the devel-
opment phase. 
 
Figure 17. Information structure of a medication archetype implemented in ISO 13606 
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• Activity 3.1. Archetype reuse 
o Inputs: Document with the complete archetype design specifications. 
o Outputs: List of existing reusable archetypes, either completely or 
needing modifications, and new archetypes to be developed from 
scratch. 
o Description of the activity: The aim of this activity is to select the set 
of reusable existing archetypes, and list the new ones to be defined. Ar-
chetypes related to the scope of our modeling scenario were probably 
studied during the phase of Analysis, since they are also a source of in-
formation and knowledge. It is probable that some existing archetypes 
fit in our information models with no additional changes (activity 
3.1.3). If it is not the case, new archetypes can be created (activity 
3.1.1), or adapted by specialization or versioning (activity 3.1.2). Not 
all the information present in the archetype design specification may 
become part of the final archetype, as the RM usually already contains 
most of the common contextual information related to the health care 
process. Technical experts will identify which information elements do 
not have to be represented explicitly in the archetype structure. 
o Participants: Group leader, technical experts. 
o Tools: Archetype repositories. 
• Activity 3.2. Archetype structure development 
o Inputs: Document with the complete archetype design specifications, 
list of existing and reusable archetypes, and list of new archetypes to 
be developed. 
o Outputs: Set of archetypes implemented in a formal archetype defini-
tion language. 
o Description of the activity: This activity is executed for each of the 
archetypes to be developed or adapted. Archetypes can be imple-
mented using a specific formal language such as ADL. It facilitates de-
fining all the constraints and structure of an archetype using a well-de-
fined syntax. To ease the implementation process, specific tools such as 
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an archetype editor can be used. In this activity, it is required to be 
strictly compliant with the RM selected. Building an archetype starts by 
choosing its root class. The root class will limit the valid nested infor-
mation elements, which will be structured and constrained according 
to the RM. This includes deciding about the best matching between the 
information model specifications and the classes and structures im-
posed by the RM. All constraints over data values have to be included 
in the archetype implementation. In addition, a name and description 
of all information elements using natural language has to be provided. 
The metadata of the archetype (authors, expected use, keywords, etc.) 
should be also defined. Clinical experts trained in the use of archetype 
editors and knowledgeable about the RM can perform the structure 
specification activity. However, given the complexity of health stand-
ards and RMs, it is recommendable that technical experts in the RM 
participate in the development. 
o Participants: Clinical experts, technical experts. 
o Tools: Archetype editor. 
• Activity 3.3. Archetype terminology binding 
o Inputs: Set of implemented archetype information structures. 
o Outputs: Set of archetypes bound to terminologies. 
o Description of the activity: Medical terminologies provide the seman-
tics of archetypes. Archetypes are bound to terminologies in two ways. 
First, the model meaning binding or term binding, where a descriptive 
code is assigned to each information element of the archetype. Second, 
the value set binding or constrain binding, where valid value sets can 
be assigned to coded information elements. It is usually necessary to 
use specialized systems such as terminology servers, to help in building 
and managing value sets. An in-depth description of the work to be 
made with terminologies and how to create usable value sets aligned 
to archetypes is out of scope of this paper, but there are many refer-
ences in the literature [73–77]. 
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o Participants: Terminology experts, clinical experts, technical experts. 
o Tools: Archetype editor, terminology services. 
• Activity 3.4. Template structure development 
o Inputs: Set of archetypes. 
o Outputs: Set of templates. 
o Description of the activity: Templates are a special type of archetypes 
that further constrain them for a particular setting. In other words, 
templates are archetypes configured for a local use, and not intended 
for general reuse. A template represents the most specific require-
ments of the initial scenarios of use. Templates focus on the usability of 
the information model rather than in its genericity and interoperabil-
ity. The process of defining templates includes selecting existing arche-
types and put them together in a broader information model (usually 
at the level of clinical documents). In a template, information elements 
that are not needed in a local scenario are removed. Other information 
elements may be further constrained. 
o Participants: Clinical experts, technical experts. 
o Tools: Archetype editor. 
• Activity 3.5. Template terminology refinement 
o Inputs: Set of templates. 
o Outputs: Set of templates with refined terminology bindings. 
o Description of the activity: Templates can also refine terminology 
bindings. For example, in a particular template, a subset of the valid 
codes for an information element can be defined. Standard terms can 
be adapted to local vocabularies in use by the final users and systems. 
o Participants: Terminology experts, clinical experts, technical experts. 
o Tools: Archetype editor, terminology services. 
4.5.4. Phase 4. Validation 
The aim of the validation phase is to ensure that archetypes and templates 
meet the initial needs and requirements. The validation phase includes identifying 
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errors, inconsistencies, absences of information, or misleading specifications. If er-
rors are found, archetypes or templates have to iterate again over the previous de-
velopment phase. 
• Activity 4.1. Archetype review 
o Inputs: Set of archetypes. 
o Outputs: Set of validated archetypes or list of needed changes. It will 
require a new iteration of the development activities. 
o Description of the activity: Automatic review and validation of arche-
types is possible to some degree. It includes the validation of the infor-
mation structure with regard to the underlying RM, and the con-
sistency of terminology bindings [66]. However, an additional 
functional validation should be performed to check if archetypes are fit 
for purpose. Final users of the archetypes should be responsible of the 
functional validation. To facilitate the validation activity, technical 
complexity of archetypes and RMs models should be hidden as much 
as possible. This can be achieved by using alternative archetype repre-
sentations, automatically generated from the specification, such as 
mind maps or data entry forms. If the participation of a selected group 
of final users is not possible, the multidisciplinary clinical support team 
can be responsible of the validation activity. Every comment or error 
notification about the archetypes should be registered, tracked and ad-
equately resolved before deploying the archetype. 
o Participants: Group leader, clinical experts, multidisciplinary clinical 
support team, selected final users. 
o Tools: Archetype editor, issue-tracking system. 
• Activity 4.2. Template review 
o Inputs: Set of templates. 
o Outputs: Set of validated templates or list of needed changes. It will 
require a new iteration of the development activities. 
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o Description of the activity: This activity is equivalent to activity 4.1, 
but related to the review of templates. The same recommendations ap-
ply here, although the participation of end users is even more im-
portant, since templates will be closer user interfaces, and to the real 
implementation inside EHR systems. 
o Participants: Group leader, clinical experts, multidisciplinary clinical 
support team, selected final users. 
o Tools: Archetype editor, issue-tracking system. 
4.5.5. Phase 5. Publication 
The last phase of the methodology is the publication of archetypes and tem-
plates. The objective is to make them available for EHR systems developers, and to 
facilitate their reuse for creating new or specialized archetypes. Publication of ar-
chetypes and templates is closely related to archetype governance. 
• Activity 5.1. Archetype and template publication 
o Inputs: Set of archetypes and templates. 
o Outputs: Published archetypes and templates. 
o Description of the activity: Publication of archetypes and templates 
means making them available to any user or system. The formal defini-
tion of archetypes (ADL) should be downloadable, editable and reusa-
ble. In some cases, the developers may apply restrictive or commercial 
licenses to archetypes. In that case, archetypes cannot be considered as 
part of an interoperable ecosystem, but only as a documentation of a 
particular implementation. Archetypes and templates in development 
(drafts) can be published in order to open them to a public review pro-
cess, but in that case they have to be properly identified [78] and users 
should be warned about the potential risks of using those definitions in 
a real implementation. 
o Participants: Group leader. 
o Tools: Archetype repository. 
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4.6. Discussion 
In this chapter, we have presented a formal methodology to guide the defini-
tion and implementation of archetypes. The adoption of archetypes and dual model 
architectures is entering into its maturity. However, in order to achieve a robust 
and stable archetype-based environment, it is fundamental to have a clear model-
ing methodology. 
Archetype-based semantic interoperability requires using standard RMs, 
and medical terminologies to attach semantic descriptions to information struc-
tures. This would be enough to guarantee the faithful exchange and reuse of data 
and models among heterogeneous systems in a full semantic interoperability sce-
nario. However, the lack of a homogeneous methodology for defining archetypes, 
and for governing them, burdens real semantic interoperability. Without such a 
methodology, different people or organizations might create different and incom-
patible archetypes for the same purpose. Archetypes might overlap or leave out 
portions of the information, limiting their reusability. 
This work provides a standard methodology for archetype development. In 
order to measure the success of the methodology, we can analyze how well it covers 
all the aspects related to the development process, how much it follows established 
good practices, and which degree of adoption it reaches. 
AMM can be compared to existing development methodologies of related ar-
eas, specifically, methodologies for the development of CIMs, software and ontolo-
gies.  
1. Analysis. All methodologies include a first phase related to the analysis of 
the general domain, the study of the specific use case, and the identification 
of requirements. In the case of development of CIMs, it includes the clear 
definition of the scope of use of CIMs. It also includes the analysis of the 
domain to acquire information of the existing systems and solutions. In the 
case of software development, the requirements are technical (related to 
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implementation and performance issues) and functional (related to the in-
puts, outputs and behavior of the system). In the case of ontologies, the re-
quirements phase establishes the objective and scenarios of use of the on-
tology. Finally, in AMM, this phase also includes the identification of clinical 
concepts and information elements. 
2. Design. The goal is to completely describe and organize the contents iden-
tified during the analysis phase. The design phase of AMM, CIMs and ontol-
ogies is very similar. In software development, design is slightly different, 
since it covers three aspects: architecture, functional and technical design. 
It includes not only the information specifications, but also the expected 
behavior of the software and the global context of execution. In other 
words, software design covers a bigger scope than the design of archetypes. 
3. Development. It is the process of actual development of the archetypes in a 
formal language. In the AMM it includes the development of the infor-
mation structure and constraints using ADL language. The development 
phase also includes the selection of the controlled vocabularies (i.e. termi-
nologies or value sets) used by the models. CIMs definition phase has simi-
lar objectives. There are more differences with software development 
phase. The result of archetype development is a type of specification ex-
pressed in a formal language computable by EHR information systems. In 
contrast, the result of software development is the working system itself. 
4. Validation. The objective of the validation phase is to confirm that the spec-
ified model covers all requirements and use cases previously identified. It 
is a common phase for all the mentioned methodologies, as it can detect 
errors generated during the development phase, or even requirements not 
considered initially. 
5. Publication. The publication phase has some differences between the stud-
ied methodologies. In AMM and CIMs development, it consists in publishing 
archetypes and templates (or CIMs) to make them available for systems 
that can use the new models. In contrast, a deployed software or ontology 
is ready for use by the final users.  
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In summary, AMM phases align to other methodologies. Table 4 shows a 
summary of this comparison. There are, of course, differences related to the specific 
aspects and nature of archetypes, CIMs, software, and ontologies, but they do not 
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Table 4. Comparison of AMM, CIM, software and ontology development methodologies 
Experts involved in the development of archetypes influence their final qual-
ity. For this reason, we have provided recommendations about the members of the 
work group. It is important to have a multidisciplinary group of clinical experts to 
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ensure the genericity of archetypes. They will provide clinical documentation re-
quirements for each of their specialties. It is also important to reach an agreement 
on the minimum common aspects and information elements included in the arche-
types. Work group members should be trained in clinical information modeling and 
know about the benefits of building generic and reusable models. It is essential to 
maintain a stable group of trained professionals in archetype modeling, and to in-
volve them in future developments or revisions of the archetypes, to maximize the 
quality of archetypes. 
It is important to define a realistic scope for the modeled archetypes (activity 
1.1.). Archetype modeling is a costly task. In many occasions, it may be preferable 
to define a basic but usable archetype, rather than trying to be exhaustive including 
information elements that cover any clinical scenario. Archetype versioning allows 
us to define basic versions of the archetypes first, and then review and complete 
them in future iterations of the modeling process. 
AMM does not impose a specific order to act when there is a need to develop 
multiple archetypes. In that case, we can follow three possible approaches, namely 
top-down, bottom-up, and middle-out. 
In the top-down approach, the most generic or coarse-grained concepts and 
information structures of the domain under study are first identified. They are an-
alyzed to find specific structures that can be reuse in different places. The main 
problem with the top-down approach is that it usually leads to archetypes depend-
ent on the requirements of the domain of study. Archetypes are usually closer to 
specific local requirements, i.e. they solve problems related to specific scenarios of 
use, as for example the definition of the contents of clinical documents or data entry 
screens. Moreover, in the top-down approach designers do not usually pay much 
attention to the future reuse of the archetypes. 
The second approach is bottom-up. It consists on identifying the most basic 
information structures inside the EHR, and then composing complex structures re-
using the basic ones. Bottom-up approach ensures a higher level of interoperability 
of the archetypes, since it starts designing generic and basic structures that serve 
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to any purpose. However, it can also cause the creation of a large number of arche-
types, which are not needed in other scenarios. Moreover, it is difficult to identify 
basic information structures without knowing the context where they will be used. 
The third possibility is to follow a middle-out approach. It is a combination 
of the top-down and bottom-up approaches. In this approach, clinical statements 
needed in our case of study or usable in other scenarios are identified. A clinical 
statement is as a building block of the EHR that puts together the information that 
a human or a machine records, related to a common clinical context. I.e. what has 
been done, by whom, when, where and how it was done. It corresponds to the EN-
TRY class in ISO 13606; the OBSERVATION, EVALUATION, INSTRUCTION, and AC-
TION classes in openEHR; and to the clinical statements of HL7 CDA: Act, Observa-
tion, SubstanceAdministration, Supply, Procedure, Encounter, and Organizer. Once 
the clinical statements are identified, we can proceed downwards, defining the de-
tails of the information structure; or upwards, defining templates that reuse clinical 
statements in configurations for specific scenarios of use. 
Although all three approaches can lead to successful results, our experience 
suggests that the middle-out approach is the most efficient. It provides a good bal-
ance between genericity and specialization. Modeled archetypes are sufficient to 
represent all kind of information structures, without losing their reusability capa-
bilities. Moreover, the middle-out approach helps in distinguishing archetypes for 
generic scenarios of use, from templates designed for local uses. 
One of the main challenges of archetype modeling is to manage the relation-
ship to medical terminologies. During the design phase, the boundary problem be-
tween the information model (archetypes and the RM) and the knowledge model 
(clinical terminologies) may appear. The same information can be often repre-
sented as part of the archetype structure or as terminology concepts. Both can be 
correct representations of the clinical information models, and the decision made 
will affect how the registered information in the EHR systems can be reused. As a 
recommendation, AMM requires the definition of the archetype information struc-
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ture (activity 3.2) before the definition of the terminology specifications and bind-
ings (activity 3.3). Advanced terminologies, such as SNOMED CT, include a complete 
conceptual model, based on formal description logics, constraining the permitted 
attributes and values that may be applied to each kind of concept. However, this 
conceptual model is not enough to represent all the epistemological and contextual 
information to be documented during health care. EHR data standards and arche-
types provide the basic framework to represent clinical data and its context infor-
mation. They also define where terminologies should be used, and thus, they help 
defining the scope of terminology value sets. Value sets might not be aligned to data 
structures if their order of definition is swapped. 
Archetype modeling is a process executed in the context of a broader govern-
ance process. Archetype governance is responsible, among other tasks, of maintain-
ing published archetypes available, receiving change requests or new require-
ments, deciding about the deprecation or obsolescence of archetypes, or starting a 
new archetype modeling process. Chapter 5 describes in detail the archetype gov-
ernance process. 
AMM methodology describes the archetype development process. However, 
the AMM methodology can also serve as a basis for the development of any other 
type of CIM, for example HL7 CDA templates or HL7 FHIR resources. Different tech-
nologies and tools may be used in each case, but the principles of analysis, design 
development, validation, and publication will remain the same. 
The lack of a proper archetype modeling methodology limits the definition of 
quality-assured and interoperable archetypes. The proposed AMM methodology 
has taken into account the best practices from other development domains and 
adapted them to the archetype characteristics. Our aim is to provide a reference 
methodology. Archetype designers and developers can adapt the proposed phases 
to meet some specific needs of a particular development project. For example, per-
sonal or technical resources involved in modeling a national EHR would not be the 
same as for modeling a local information system. However, they should follow the 
same basic design principles. 
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Chapter 5  
Archetype governance 
 
This chapter provides a definition of archetype governance, its responsibili-
ties and duties, the areas of work, and the involved personnel. It does not describe 
a strict methodology, since archetype governance might depend on organizational 
policies and established IT management procedures. However, we can provide a set 
of requirements and good practices that any health organization should observe to 
implement an archetype governance process. 
This chapter is the result of the analysis of the literature about CIM and ar-
chetype governance systems referenced in Section 3.2. Following those analyses, 
we have defined the scope, basic characteristics and strategies that should be cov-
ered by any archetype governance system. 
5.1. Definition and scope 
As explained in Chapter 4, archetype modeling takes place in the context of 
archetype governance. Both processes have a different scope but must be coordi-
nated.  
We define archetype governance as follows: 
Definition 1. Archetype governance is a framework that comprises the set of pro-
cesses and policies, within an organization or supra-organization, which encom-
passes and guides archetype modeling activities.  
Archetype governance is usually linked to a specific semantic interoperabil-
ity project, defined as an initiative to achieve semantic interoperability among dif-
ferent information system. The extent of this project can vary from the develop-
ment of a solution for the communication of data in a specific clinical scenario, to 
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the definition of the archetypes that support the complete semantic interoperabil-
ity needs of a country or for an international health information communication 
scenario. Archetype governance is the means to guarantee that the archetypes de-
veloped in a semantic interoperability project fulfill the project information re-
quirements. 
Archetype governance covers multiple activities. The following tasks are part 
of the archetype governance process: 
• Establishment of governance style. Each organization, initiative or project 
developing or using archetypes must select a decision-making mechanism and 
a coordination mechanism between the participants. Section 5.3 describes al-
ternative governance styles. 
• Assignment of responsibilities. The assignment of responsibilities is greatly 
influenced by the governance style. Several questions should be answered: 
Who can propose a new archetype? Who can edit existing archetypes? Who can 
mark an archetype as ready for publication? Who can withdraw an archetype? 
Section 5.2 describes the composition of a governance board and how to coor-
dinate the participants in the archetype definition process. 
• Definition of the scope. Archetype governance can be limited to the creation 
of a set of archetypes for a specific project or domain. However, it is common 
that archetypes are managed at a regional, national, or international level. This 
implies that governance has to define the scope of developed archetypes and 
coordinate them. This is especially important since archetypes, by their nature, 
are designed for reuse among different domains. Archetype governance has to 
avoid the overlap of archetypes and maximize their genericity. Section 5.4 de-
scribes different strategies to guide archetype development. 
• Organization of development priorities. Semantic interoperability projects 
are usually constrained by personnel, financial and time limitations. In those 
cases, archetype governance has to prioritize which archetypes should be de-
fined first in order to cover the essential health information needed by the pro-
ject. This decision can be influenced by current health care trends and needs, 
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by an evaluation of the healthcare and socio-economic impact of having those 
archetypes available, or just by the expertise or area of knowledge of archetype 
editors. An example of this is the openEHR COVID-19 Project [79] started in 
March 2020 as a community effort to model COVID-19 screening and reports.  
This initiative was considered a priority, and succeeded in developing a com-
plete set of COVID-19 archetypes in the period of three weeks.  
• Provision of design guidelines. As explained in Section 4.4, a design guideline 
describes the general rules, best practices, and common agreements to ensure 
a consistent development of archetypes at a national, regional or organizational 
level. It is a responsibility of archetype governance to develop and to provide 
these archetype guidelines to archetype editors. 
• Quality assurance. The archetype modeling and development process is the 
main responsible to ensure the individual quality of the resulting information 
models. However, archetype governance also influences in the quality of arche-
types in a wider perspective.  A set of multiple archetypes have to maintain a 
coherence and balance in their information structures, the overlap with already 
existing archetypes must be minimized,  archetype reuse should be maximized, 
and the final archetypes have to be fit for purpose and fulfill the initial infor-
mation needs. Archetype governance has to take care of all these aspects. 
• Publication of archetypes. Archetype governance should provide the means 
to publish archetypes and to make them accessible by the potential users.  The 
publication of archetypes can be done using a simple web page or rely on ad-
vanced management systems. More information about existing governance in-
formation systems can be found in Section 3.2. Additionally, Section 6.1.2 de-
scribes LinkEHR Model Manager in detail, a CIM governance system that is a 
practical result of this thesis. 
• Coordination with terminology developments. Archetype development has 
to be synchronized with terminology developments. Terminologies are in con-
stant evolution to maintain them close to health discoveries and techniques, for 
example adding concepts for new diseases, drugs or procedures. Those con-
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cepts are used to semantically describe the structure and contents of health in-
formation in combination with archetypes. It is necessary that archetype gov-
ernance is aware of the evolution of terminologies, decides which version has 
to be used, and reviews older archetypes to confirm their validity. Archetype 
governance can be also in charge of providing and maintaining terminology 
value sets used by archetypes, although this role is usually a responsibility of 
terminology servers. 
• Coordination with other archetype governance initiatives. Reaching a 
global consensus about the structured content of archetypes requires a collab-
orative effort of multiple countries and organizations. The principles of sharing 
and reuse of archetypes must be incorporated in the core of archetype devel-
opment, as the only means to make possible a common formalization of health 
information. This collaboration is extensible not only to archetype develop-
ment communities, but to any CIM development effort. CIMI [19] is an example 
of those efforts to define common clinical information models that are inde-
pendent of a particular standard or technology. Archetype governance will be 
responsible of promoting a good understanding and collaborative work among 
different modeling initiatives. 
5.2. Management of participants and roles 
Every collective effort needs guidance to maintain the focus on the objectives 
and to organize the work to be done. In archetype governance, a management board 
must exist to assume this responsibility. 
Definition 2. The archetype governance management board comprises individu-
als or organizations with the authority needed to define the objectives, priorities, 
strategies, organization of the participants, editorial policies and guidelines of the 
governance activity. 
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Its members can be selected by decision of a superior entity, by election, or 
merits. Ideally, the members of the management board should be experienced ar-
chetype editors, since some of their decisions have a direct impact on how the ar-
chetypes will be developed. They also act in representation of the stakeholders. In 
our context, the stakeholders are the potential users of the archetypes.  
The management board can undertake editorial activities, i.e. participate in 
the definition process of the archetypes, or delegate it in other people. However, it 
is necessary that those roles are nor confused, even if assumed by the same people. 
The editorial activities are those actions aimed to the creation or modification of 
archetypes. These are the activities defined by the AMM in Chapter 4.  
The responsibility of the management board is to select the group leader of 
each project or archetype development work group. The group leader can desig-
nate the other members of the work group, including clinical experts, terminology 
experts, technical experts, and a multidisciplinary clinical support team.  
Independently of the background of each participant of a work group, they 
can be classified in four basic roles that are orthogonal to their professional back-
ground. Those roles are: 
• Editor. A person that has the  right to modify the archetypes, including their 
description, keywords, changes in its lifecycle status, creation of new versions, 
modification of the archetype structure, modification of the terminology bind-
ings, etc. Participants with an editor role are the main responsible of the arche-
type definition and evolution. 
• Contributor. A person that can provide information about the clinical domain 
of the archetype, or about the use of the underlying RM. A contributor can re-
view the information structure and terminology of an archetype, provide com-
ments, suggest modifications, or raise concerns.  
• Validator. A person that revises and validates the final structure and contents 
of an archetype, to check if it fulfills all the requirements of the potential users. 
A validator provides the necessary quality assurance to publish an archetype 
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safely, indicating that it is ready for use. Otherwise, a validator can make com-
ments or require a revision and modification of the archetype. 
• Translator. A special type of contributor whose expertise is language transla-
tion. It is recommendable to postpone the natural language translation of an 
archetype until a stable version of it exists. This provides a greater coherence 
in the translated terms. Translators must be proficient in both the original lan-
guage of the archetype and the translation language. It is recommendable that 
professional translators and experts in the medical language do this work. 
5.3. Governance style 
Governance can adopt different styles of decision-making and control of the 
activities of the governance process. According to the characteristics of the man-
agement board, the organization responsible of the governance, the type of project, 
or the scope of the developed archetypes can also influence the governance style. 
We define governance style as follows: 
Definition 3. Governance style is the combination of characteristics that define how 
the management board makes decisions and conducts the development and manage-
ment of archetypes. 
In this thesis we identify four types of governance styles and five governance 
characteristics that are transversal to them. They are listed in Table 5 and described 
in depth later.  










Table 5. Types of governance styles and applicable characteristics 
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The governance style defines who and how decisions are made during the 
governance process. There are four possible governance styles, mostly derived 
from existing political systems, but also derived from organizational structures of 
collaborative development initiatives. 
• Authoritarianism. The promoters of the semantic interoperability project, or 
their representatives, control the governance. The requirements and interests 
of the promoters guide the governance decisions, even over clinical recommen-
dations. Alternative or opposite opinions can exist, but they have little influence 
in the result. This is the case of initiatives where a committee decides the con-
tents of the clinical models, usually limited by tight release calendars or strict 
design rules. This style of management is only useful in small projects where 
the objective is to get a quick solution, but there is no requirement for real se-
mantic interoperability or harmonization of the models with other modeling 
initiatives.  
• Democracy. Every member of the editorial and governance process has a say 
in what it is done. A qualified majority will take the decisions and decide the 
planning and acceptance of the work. A clear benefit of this approach is that 
everybody has the opportunity to express their opinions and to defend them. 
The main drawback is that the decision-making process may be slow. 
• Meritocracy. In a meritocracy, the most qualified people take the decisions. In 
the case of archetype modeling, the group should include medical experts in the 
particular domain of the archetype and technical experts in the EHR systems 
and in the selected RM. This governance style usually ensures the highest qual-
ity of the developed archetypes, although it can also fall in the error of not in-
corporating relevant comments of other members of the community.  
• Do-ocracy. In a do-ocracy, whoever does the job gets it. Everyone does jobs 
that they think that are needed, no matter how well they are qualified and with-
out everyone’s input. This is a common approach in open communities of users 
or open source projects. The main handicap of this approach is that the devel-
opments are not centrally prioritized, or if they are, it may be that nobody 
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works on them. This approach is followed in the Norwegian national openEHR 
CKM [80]. 
Archetype governance experiences indicate that it is common to follow a 
combination of the previous styles, in order to take advantage of the best charac-
teristics of each of them. For example, having members designated by the political 
organizations together with expert members selected by the industry, or having an 
open community of developers (do-ocracy) guided by prominent members (meri-
tocracy). 
There are additional and transversal characteristics that are intrinsic to a 
successful archetype governance, whatever it is the governance style.  
• Governance has to be proactive. Archetypes should be aligned to current clin-
ical information needs and clinical knowledge. Archetype governance should 
not wait for someone to ask for new or updated model. It should be aware of 
the changes of requirements and promote the renewal of archetypes whenever 
it is needed. This is especially important in the maintenance of terminology 
bindings, since terminologies usually have a faster evolution speed than infor-
mation structures, which are more stable in time. Terminology bindings should 
be frequently revised and updated to incorporate the changes in the terminol-
ogies. 
• Governance must be agile. It must react quickly to the changes and new needs 
in healthcare. For example, to provide clinical information models in the case 
of a new illness or a global pandemic. However, agile is not the same as uncon-
trolled. The processes for creating and validating new archetypes have to be 
maintained to ensure their final quality. 
• Governance must be adaptable. Not all interoperability projects have the same 
requirements. It is not comparable the effort required to create a nation-wide 
semantic interoperability infrastructure based on archetypes, to the effort re-
quired in the context of a single hospital. Although the basic characteristics of 
archetype governance should be maintained, it is recommendable to adapt the 
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processes and strategies to the context of development and to the available re-
sources. 
• Governance must be conciliatory. Even in the case of an authoritarian govern-
ance, the path to success in semantic interoperability relies on conciliation and 
agreement between multiple preferences and requirements. Archetype gov-
ernance must satisfy the needs of multiple potential users, or at least it has to 
encourage dialog and agreement among them. Imposing the contents of arche-
types from a single point of view might work only in strictly controlled scenar-
ios (for example, when a national law or standard already mandates which clin-
ical contents must be shared). However, open communities and international 
semantic interoperability initiatives might not accept these imposed models 
since they do not come from a broader consensus.  
• Governance must be traceable. There must be a registry of all the changes pro-
duced in the archetypes, including the identification of the authors of those 
changes, the justification for making them, and, in general, it must keep any 
other audit information needed to have an uninterrupted view on the evolution 
of the archetypes. It must be possible to access and retrieve all of the historic 
versions of the archetypes in order to provide support to existing systems that 
have not been updated to use newer definitions. 
5.4. Archetype development strategy 
Semantic interoperability projects usually require the definition or reuse of 
multiple archetypes. Those archetypes will probably cover different areas of infor-
mation, i.e. they represent information structures for different health domains. It is 
necessary to plan and organize the order in which the archetypes will be developed. 
It is a responsibility of archetype governance to decide which strategy to follow to 
design and develop archetypes.  
We propose two different archetype development strategies, according to 
how the development is organized. The archetypes obtained will be probably the 
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same or equivalent at the end of either strategy, but each of them has its own ben-
efits and problems. 
• Development in width. In this strategy, the efforts are focused on identifying 
and creating a first version of the archetypes required to cover the information 
needs of the semantic interoperability project.  
The main benefit of this approach is that we can determine the main relation-
ships between different archetypes and therefore design an information model 
architecture where the coverage of each archetype is established since the be-
ginning. It will be possible to design archetypes that are more generic and re-
usable because we know the different contexts where they will be used.  
The disadvantages of a development in width are that we cannot divide the de-
velopment task in specific or specialized work groups. On the contrary, this 
strategy requires a continuous collaboration between all the members of the 
group. Another concern is to assume that it is possible to know in advance the 
complete extent of the work to be done, which may not be possible in complex 
semantic interoperability scenarios. 
• Development in depth. In case a very specific semantic interoperability pro-
ject, or in case it is required to integrate national or regional requirements into 
the archetypes, it is possible to develop archetypes in depth. The objective is to 
model and implement very detailed archetypes at once, all the way down to the 
last element of information. 
When archetypes are developed in depth, the work to be done includes creating 
templates, which are profiles of the archetypes to adapt them to specific re-
quirements. It also includes the translation of archetypes to different lan-
guages, to support multilingual requirements or to use localized terms. 
In order to facilitate the governance of very specific profiles of archetypes, it is 
possible to create namespaces, i.e. identifiers of sets of archetypes that are 
closely related. The use of namespaces allows a better control of the prove-
nance of the archetypes, and an improved control over the publication of the 
complete set of related archetypes. 
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The benefits of development in depth is that archetype modelers can be 
grouped by areas of specialty and focused on modeling all the requirements of 
a specific knowledge domain. 
Another benefit is that it is possible to complete a set of archetypes that cover 
the information needs of a domain and start using them without needing to wait 
to the completion of all the other archetypes. 
The disadvantages of a development in depth arise if, once the development has 
started, it is found that some additional requirements do not fit in the devel-
oped archetypes. This would require an adaptation of the work done, or in the 
worst case, it would need to start over the modeling process. 
The two development strategies described are compatible. It is reasonable to 
combine them to obtain better results. In a big national or international project, it 
would make sense to start with a development in width, to identify the main do-
mains or groups of archetypes, and then create different work group to model the 
details of each domain in depth. Archetype governance should decide which strat-
egy to follow or when it is recommended to combine them. 
5.5. Quality assurance 
Quality assurance of archetypes must be present during the modeling, devel-
opment, and governance activities. Alberto Moreno defines three different models 
for evaluating the quality of CIMs [81], which also apply to archetypes: 
• Development quality model. It includes the human and organizational factors 
that are required for defining, drafting, reviewing and publishing CIMs. 
• Product quality model. The definition of objective requirements for a CIM, 
which could allow a potential adopter to determine what level of semantic in-
teroperability it may support. 
• Quality in use. It includes specific measurements for usability of the models. 
Following these definitions, the development quality model corresponds to 
the validation phase of AMM (see Section 4.5.4.). This validation phase includes 
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identifying errors, inconsistencies, absences of information, or misleading specifi-
cations before publishing the archetypes. 
In the context of archetype governance, the product quality model deter-
mines the requirements to verify the overall quality of archetypes in relation to the 
overlap with other archetypes, the consistency of terminology bindings, and the 
fulfillment of the initial requirements for the archetypes. A more detailed descrip-
tion of these requirements is provided hereunder. 
Once the archetype modeling work group defines a set of archetypes, and 
they confirm their technical and semantic validity, it is responsibility of the arche-
type governance to validate them in the context of already existing archetypes and 
CIMs. The overlap with other archetypes has to be examined. A complete overlap 
would be a reason to reject the new archetype definitions, although in this case, the 
archetype modeling work group should have previously detected and addressed 
the problem during the analysis and validation phases of archetype. However, it is 
possible that a partial overlap is detected and that it does not invalidate the new 
archetypes. In this case, archetype governance can either initiate a refactoring pro-
cess of the archetypes or improve their scope description. In the first case, refactor-
ing means identifying common information structures used by different archetypes 
and create new independent archetypes to be reused. In the second case, it is nec-
essary to clearly describe the scope, recommended use and misuse of the arche-
types. Making clear the valid use cases for each archetype is a requirement to avoid 
misunderstanding in the potential users. 
A similar revision must be done with regard to terminologies and ontologies. 
Archetypes are bound to terminology value sets that represent valid codes for 
coded elements in the archetype. These value sets can be used by multiple arche-
types. For example, a value set representing the valid SNOMED CT codes for gender. 
Archetype governance has to review that the value sets are reused whenever it is 
possible and avoid the existence of overlapping value sets. 
Finally, but not less important, archetype governance has to verify that the 
resulting archetypes fulfill the initial requirements of information interoperability. 
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These requirements are present during all the archetype modeling and develop-
ment process, but it may happen that the modeling work group loses the focus on 
the global picture of needs and concentrates in resolving their specific require-
ments. Thus, the results might not maintain a design coherence with other arche-
types. To maintain the coherence of this global view is a responsibility of archetype 
governance. 
5.6. Publication and visibility 
Information systems cannot be semantically interoperable without sharing 
clinical information models (archetypes in our context). Archetypes must be pub-
lished and made available somewhere on either the Internet or the private network 
of the organizations, so that they can be retrieved when needed. 
Once the archetype modeling and development has finished, the last phase 
(Phase 5 of AMM, see Section 4.5.5) is the publication. At this point, the archetype 
modeling work group and the management board have to collaborate and agree if 
the archetype is ready for use in production. This depends on the coverage of the 
information requirements for the archetype and its congruence with other existing 
archetypes. If the answer is affirmative, the archetype is published in the govern-
ance platform. 
A second decision that the management board has to make is about the visi-
bility of the archetypes. That is, to decide if the archetypes are publicly available, 
allowing that any person use them, or if they are kept private inside the organiza-
tion or working group. The visibility of archetypes can be decided since the very 
first stages of the development, making public even the early drafts of the arche-
types and accepting public comments about them through the complete modeling 
process. 
The public visibility of archetypes is a basic principle of a successful semantic 
interoperability. Without it, archetype modelers may deviate from the information 
requirements of the potential users. Moreover, the communication and processing 
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of data between different systems will be extremely limited, since they cannot ac-
cess to the archetype definition. However, some use cases can require the limitation 
of the visibility of archetypes. This would be the case of working in a very specific 
integration project, or if any license limitations apply. 
An option is to adopt a mixed approach. That means to work with private 
archetypes during the first stages of development and make them open for public 
participation later, in the final revision and validation phases. However, this ap-
proach harms the quality of the resulting archetypes, and can delay the archetype 
development process, since concern about the core archetype scope and structure 
might not be detected until it is too late to incorporate the required changes, or 
require starting over the modeling process.  
5.7. Alignment of archetype governance activities 
to PRINCE2 project management processes 
This chapter presents a collection of topics, activities, and responsibilities 
that any archetype governance process should incorporate. They are presented as 
good practices and recommendations, and not as a strict methodology for arche-
type governance. These recommendations can be summarized in the following ac-
tivities: 
• Select a management board, in charge of organizing the archetype modeling 
work, defining the strategies, editorial policies and guidelines, and responsible 
of keeping the development focused on the initial requirements. 
• Adopt a governance style, deciding about the degree of empowerment of the 
participants in the decision-making process. 
• Promote collaboration and reuse of clinical information models, with the objec-
tive of creating reusable archetypes and minimizing overlap and incompatibil-
ities between different modeling initiatives. 
• Promote coordination with ontology and terminology developments. 
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• Control the quality of the results, by establishing the appropriate mechanisms 
to validate the contents of the archetypes prior to their final publication. These 
mechanisms should include the ability of reviewing and incorporating changes 
suggested by the community of users. 
• Publish the results, making archetypes available for semantic interoperability 
projects and to strengthen the reuse of the models.  
Archetype governance is not essentially different from other governance ac-
tivities inside an organizational or IT development project. It has its own particu-
larities, which are the ones described in this chapter, but they can be incorporated 
to existing and well-established project management methodologies. The main two 
internationally recognized project management methodologies are Project Man-
agement Professional (PMP) [82] and PRojects IN Controlled Environments 
(PRINCE2) [83]. We will use PRINCE2 as an example of how to combine the meth-
odology with the recommendations presented in this chapter. Using any other man-
agement methodology, such as PMP, would require a similar correspondence anal-
ysis.  
PRINCE2 is a project management methodology and certification pro-
gramme. The objective of PRINCE2 is to provide the generic guidelines for project 
planning, responsibilities delegation, monitoring and control. One of the principles 
of PRINCE2 is its ability to be adapted to the needs of any specific project. There-
fore, archetype governance can use PRINCE2 as an underlying management meth-
odology by aligning the archetype governance recommendations to the PRINCE2 
processes. 
There are multiple roles played by the participants in a PRINCE2 project, but 
two of them are especially relevant in our context of archetype governance: 
• Project board. The members of the board provide a unified direction to the 
project and are accountable for the success or failure of the project. This is a 
similar role to the one played by the archetype governance management board, 
which is in charge of controlling the overall governance. 
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• Project manager. A project manager runs the project on behalf of the Project 
Board and manages the project on a day-to-day basis. It would be a similar role 
to the archetype modeling work group leader, who is in charge of guiding a par-
ticular domain or subset of archetypes. 
PRINCE 2 divides the projects into stages. At least, there is an initial stage 
dedicated to the planning of the project, followed by as many development stages 
as needed to complete the project objectives. PRINCE2 also describes seven pro-
cesses, which define the different activities performed inside a project. These pro-
cesses are: 
• Starting up a project. The objective of this process is to define the reason for 
the project (business case) and to make sure that the project is viable before 
initiating it. 
• Directing a project. The objective of this process is to provide the continuous 
management of the project, including the authorization for the project initia-
tion and closing, and to provide direction and control during the execution of 
the project stages. 
• Initiating a project. The objective of this process is planning the execution of 
the project, including the development of strategies, guidelines and documen-
tation of the project. 
• Controlling a stage. The objective of this process is to monitor that the devel-
opment of each project stage stays within a predetermined tolerance. 
• Managing product delivery. The objective of this process is to guarantee the 
delivery of the products of the project at each stage. 
• Managing stage boundaries. The objective of this process is to review the suc-
cess of the current stage, to approve the initiation of the next stage, and to re-
view and update the project plan if it is necessary. 
• Closing a project. The objective of this process is to check that the project ob-
jectives are completed, transfer the results to the client and identify lessons 
learned during the execution of the project. 
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Figure 18 represents the workflow and the relationships of the described 
processes. At the initial stage, starting up a project confirms the viability of the pro-
ject, or cancels it in case it is not feasible to achieve the expected results. If the pro-
ject is approved, the directing a project process initiates the project, which means 
creating the detailed execution plan. Then, an iteration of development stages take 
place, each of them with their own control and execution activities, including the 
validation of the partial results obtained at the end of each phase. Finally, once all 
development stages finish, the closing a project process confirm the complete re-












Figure 18. Workflow of PRINCE2 processes 
Our premise is to consider any semantic interoperability development pro-
ject as a PRINCE2 management project. Based on this assumption, Table 6 shows 
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the correspondence between PRINCE2 processes and the main archetype govern-
ance activities. It also identifies where the actual archetype modeling phases take 
place. 
PRINCE2 process Archetype governance activities 
Starting up a project ▪ Definition of the scope 
Directing a project 
▪ Selection of the archetype model-
ing work group leader 
▪ Establishment of governance 
style 
Initiating a project 
▪ Assignment of responsibilities 
▪ Organization of development pri-
orities 
▪ Provision of design guidelines 
Controlling a stage 
▪ Execution of the archetype vali-
dation phase  
Managing product delivery  
▪ Execution of the archetype mod-
eling phases 
Managing stage boundaries ▪ Quality assurance 
Closing a project ▪ Publication of archetypes 
Table 6. Correspondence between PRINCE2 processes and governance activities 
The scope of the interoperability project delimits the scope of the archetypes 
that will be developed to cover the information needs of the project. As the first 
stage, we need to check that it is possible to develop the archetypes with the exist-
ing resources and knowledge. This fits in the starting up a project activity of 
PRINCE2. 
If the project is viable, the governance management board nominates a 
leader of the archetype modeling work group, and selects a governance style. This 
decision defines who will manage the project and how it is controlled. This is also 
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the aim of the directing a project process, where a project board delegates in a pro-
ject manager to deal with the day-to-day development tasks. 
The leader of the archetype modeling group selects the other members of the 
work group, organizes the specific work and defines the modeling guidelines. These 
are all tasks identified as part of the PRINCE2 initiating a project activity, where the 
project plan is developed, containing all the details that guide the successful execu-
tion of the project. 
Archetype quality assurance is the activity that confirms the validity of the 
developed archetypes. In particular, it confirms the conformity to development 
guidelines and to the initial requirements. This is achieved in two different mo-
ments. The development quality is evaluated during the validation phase of AMM 
and confirms that the actual archetype development is done correctly. It is aligned 
to the controlling a stage process of PRINCE2. Additionally, the verification of the 
quality of the complete set of archetypes, to check that they are conformant to the 
initial quality requirements, is aligned to the managing stage boundaries process.  
The contact point between archetype governance and the archetype model-
ing phases described in the AMM takes place in the managing product delivery ac-
tivity. This activity is where a work group leader performs its role guiding the work 
of other archetype modeling and development participants.  
At the end of the archetype modeling activities, the archetypes are the results 
of the project. They have to be provided to the client (the users of the archetypes). 
In PRINCE2, the closing a project activity is also in charge of the final acceptance of 
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Software development and use cases 
 
This chapter describes the practical results of several software develop-
ments made to support the modeling and governance of archetypes. The author of 
this thesis had a lead role in the design and development of these implementations, 
in collaboration with other members of the IBIME group at the UPV and in VeraTech 
for Health. 
This section also describes the most relevant projects where the author has 
participated and provided guidance on the application of the archetype modeling 
methodology and the archetype governance principles. 
6.1. Software developments 
6.1.1. LinkEHR Studio 
In order to apply the guidelines of the AMM it is necessary to use specialized 
tools that help and guide archetype authors during the archetype definition pro-
cess. Archetype editors are tools that facilitate the definition of data structures, data 
constraints and terminology bindings. Although archetypes are expressed in the 
Archetype Definition Language (ADL), a textual format that can be complex to edit 
manually (Figure 19), visual archetype editors are essential to facilitate the work of 
clinical users in charge of defining archetypes. Clinical users provide the domain 
knowledge to be represented or supported by the archetype information structure, 
but they might not know all the technical details of the underlying RM. It is a re-
sponsibility of the tools to hide the complexity of the RM and let the users focus on 
expressing the clinical constraints and data structures of the archetype. 
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Archetype editors should also facilitate the definition of terminology map-
pings by connecting to a terminology server. While terminology servers store the 
complete terminologies and value set definitions, an archetype editor should pro-
vide a seamless access to them. This access is necessary to complete the archetype 
definition by adding the semantic mappings and the value mappings. Since one of 
the initial steps of the archetype design process is to name the different elements 
or nodes of the archetype structure, it will be useful that terminology servers pro-
vide natural language-based search capabilities that help in the automatic discov-
ery of terminology mappings.  
 
Figure 19. Example of an archetype expressed in ADL 
Another functionality of an archetype editor is to enable methods for the val-
idation of the archetypes. This is a threefold validation: 
• Structural validation. Archetypes must follow the structural rules imposed by 
an underlying RM. Archetypes can constrain the generic structures of the RM, 
but they cannot create new data structures that are not supported by the RM. 
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A structural validation focuses on confirming that the archetypes are congruent 
to the RM structures. This also applies to specialized archetypes in relation to 
their parent archetypes. 
• Semantic validation. Terminology mappings provide the specific semantics of 
archetype information structures. It is necessary to validate that the semantic 
mapping of the information structure is consistent with value mappings, and 
that the overall semantics of the archetype is congruent. For example, an arche-
type element mapped to the SNOMED CT concept 4241000179101 |Laboratory 
report (record artifact)| may contain an information element for the type of la-
boratory test whose values should be descendant concepts of 15220000 |La-
boratory test (procedure)|. 
• Functional validation. It is necessary to validate that archetypes are useful in 
the real world for recording or querying clinical data. A wider set of potential 
clinical users of the archetypes, different from those who defined them, should 
review the information structure defined and its constraints. They should focus 
on the clinical contents of the archetypes, and not in their technical definition. 
A mechanism to achieve this by generating simulated screen forms, or other 
alternative visual representations of the archetypes such as mind maps. 
Finally, to facilitate the coordination between people creating archetypes, 
and to promote the reuse of existing archetypes, archetype editors should work to-
gether with an archetype governance platform. The functionality provided by this 
platform includes the management of the lifecycle of the archetypes, the archive of 
previous versions, the publication of archetypes to make them accessible by other 
users or information systems, the provision of search capabilities to locate arche-
types, and the management of related groups of archetypes used together in spe-
cific scenarios. 
There are few archetype editors available, and even fewer that comply with 
the previous requirements. Moreover, most of the existing editors focus on the 
openEHR RM only. This limits their applicability to other RMs. 
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The openEHR Archetype Editor [71] is the reference tool provided by the 
openEHR Foundation to define openEHR archetypes. It provides a clinical-oriented 
interface that eases the definition process of archetypes by hiding most of the RM 
complexities related to the representation of context information or other data 
structures that are not relevant for clinical modeling. Currently this tool only sup-
ports openEHR, being its interface highly coupled to this specific RM (Figure 20). It 
allows defining terminology mappings locally, and it is connected to a terminology 
server, although it is a closed solution by the company Ocean Health Systems whose 
contents cannot be updated. It is also connected to the openEHR Clinical Knowledge 
Manager (CKM) for searching archetypes and downloading them to the editor, but 
it does not support a write back to the CKM. Finally, it allows visualizing the edited 
archetype as a simulated form or as a readable summary table and can export it in 
different formats such as XML or OWL. 
 
Figure 20. OpenEHR Archetype Editor 
A companion tool for the openEHR Archetype Editor is the Template De-
signer (Figure 21). A template, according to openEHR, further constrains a set of 
archetypes to adapt them to local scenarios of use. The functionality supported by 
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the Template Designer is similar to the one included in the Archetype Editor. It also 
includes the connection to the Ocean terminology services, and the ability of gener-
ating simulated forms. However, it is not connected to the openEHR CKM and can 
only interact with a local folder as a repository of archetypes and templates. 
 
Figure 21. OpenEHR Template Designer 
An evolution of both the openEHR Archetype Editor and the Template De-
signer is the Archetype Designer [54] (Figure 22), a web-based tool allows creating 
archetypes and templates. It is based on ADL 2, that serves for both archetype and 
template definition. Developed as open source, it provides a basic support for ar-
chetype and template edition, but it lacks most of other advanced functionalities. In 
does not provide any additional visualization format for the archetypes, only the 
possibility of exporting a mind map. It does not have a connection to any terminol-
ogy server and to any archetype governance platform either. It does provide the 
possibility of storing the archetypes and templates in cloud services such as GitHub, 
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Google Drive, Dropbox, or OneDrive, but that is not a substitute of a complete gov-
ernance system. 
 
Figure 22. Archetype Designer 
Finally, another tool provided by the openEHR Foundation is the ADL Work-
bench [84]. This tool allows testing new functionalities of the archetype model, es-
pecially those related to the new ADL 2 specifications [72]. It does not provide edi-
tion capabilities, although this is a planned functionality in the future. The ADL 
Workbench supports multiple RMs, defined in the Basic Meta-Model format (BMM). 
BMM is a proprietary format created by openEHR to represent a computable defi-
nition of Object-Oriented reference models [85]. The ADL Workbench provides a 
tree view of the archetypes, showing all the properties the reference model and the 
constraints defined in the archetype. This tool is oriented to the technical examina-
tion of archetypes, rather than their clinical edition or review. 
Back in 2005, the available options were more limited. Only the openEHR 
Archetype Editor and the Template Designer existed. Standards such as ISO 13606 
(formerly called EN13606) did not have tools to edit archetypes. As part of our re-
search at the IBIME group of the ITACA institute of the UPV, we needed editing ar-
chetypes based on other standards such as HL7 CDA, in order to use them for data 
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transformation purposes. Our contribution in the field of archetype editors was 
LinkEHR Studio.  
LinkEHR Studio (www.linkehr.com) is an archetype editor that fulfills the 
needs of both technical and clinical professionals that design archetypes. LinkEHR 
Studio was first introduced in 2006 [86] and has been in continuous development 
since then, incorporating some of the results of this thesis. Many researchers and 
institutions have used it since its first release [41,87–94]. National and regional 
health services have also used LinkEHR Studio, for example, the National Health 
Services England, the Ministry of Health of Uruguay, the Ministry of Health of Spain, 
the Valencia Regional Health Service in Spain, or the Minas Gerais Regional Health 
Department in Brazil. 
A detailed description of the internal architecture, data model, and type sys-
tem of LinkEHR Studio (formerly called LinkEHR-Ed) is available in [69]. We will 
provide a short summary of how it works here. 
LinkEHR Studio is a visual tool that allows the edition of archetypes based on 
different RMs, and the generation of data transformation programs that translate 
non-normalized XML data into standard XML documents (Figure 23). In this de-
scription, we will focus on the archetype edition capabilities. Data transformation 
and normalization is an essential step towards semantic interoperability of existing 
EHR systems, but it is out of scope of this thesis. 
LinkEHR Studio facilitates the definition, review, and validation of arche-
types, and has three main principles: 
• It is independent of any particular RM. We can import new RMs into 
LinkEHR Studio, and we can create archetypes by constraining any of those 
RMs. 
• It is usable by both technical and clinical professionals. LinkEHR Studio of-
fers different visual interfaces for technical or clinical professionals. Arche-
types are represented as a tree that can be configured to show the complete 
archetype structure, including all the classes and attributes of the RM, or be 
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configured to show only those elements that are clinically relevant for con-
straining. 
• It provides advanced functionalities based on the formal nature of arche-
types. LinkEHR Studio enables the automatic generation of sets of reference 
materials from clinical archetypes. This includes alternative representations of 
the clinical information model, validation programs, simulated formularies, im-
plementation guides and sample data instances. Most of these processes are 
described in detail in [95]. 
 
Figure 23. LinkEHR Studio 
In the following paragraphs, we describe the contributions of LinkEHR Stu-
dio that support different phases of the AMM and archetype governance activities. 
a) Multiple reference model support 
LinkEHR Studio has the capability of importing and using any RM to create 
archetypes. During this process, the user only has to select which classes will be 
available as root of new archetypes (Figure 24).  
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Figure 24. Import of a new RM in LinkEHR Studio 
 Several reference models have been already used, including ISO 13606, 
openEHR, HL7 CDA [96], HL7 FHIR [97], ASTM CCR [98], HL7 CCD [99], Clinical In-
formation Model Initiative RM [19], CDISC ODM [100], and MedXML MML [101]. 
LinkEHR Studio was the first editor to introduce a multiple reference model 
support in 2005. Originally, it only supported RMs defined in XML Schema. This 
choice fits perfectly with RMs such as HL7 CDA, CDISC ODM or ASTM CCR, which 
are natively defined by an XML Schema.  
LinkEHR Studio was later improved with the ability of importing RMs in 
Basic Meta Model format (BMM). BMM [85] is a format defined by the openEHR 
Foundation as a computable definition of information models. OpenEHR and CIMI 
use BMM for the definition of their RMs. 
b) Development of specific reference model archetype editors 
To support multiple RMs without the need of specific implementations, 
LinkEHR Studio represents the archetype structure as a comprehensive and ge-
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neric tree. This tree is a succession of classes and attributes, as defined in the un-
derlying RM, starting in a root class and ending in primitive data types (i.e. integer 
or real numbers, strings, booleans, times and dates). Figure 25 shows an example 
of the generic archetype tree. In the example, we can see a sequence HL7 CDA clas-
ses and attributes that constraint the RM to define an Allergy archetype. 
 
Figure 25. Generic archetype tree representing an Allergy archetype in HL7 CDA 
A drawback of the generic archetype tree is that it requires that the users 
understand the RM in detail. Although building archetypes requires a minimal 
knowledge of the underlying RM, this cannot be a barrier to incorporate clinical 
professionals in the archetype development process, as recommended by the AMM. 
We can hide most of the complexity of the RMs in a basic archetype edition process, 
but it will require an ad hoc implementation to support each of the RMs.  
We define a specific archetype tree as a simplified representation of a RM, 
including a set of forms to specify constraints over the RM classes and attributes. In 
the specific archetype tree, we only show nodes that are clinically relevant and hide 
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the technical attributes of the RM. The decision about which are the clinically rele-
vant nodes is made in a per-standard basis. For example, EHR Standards such as 
ISO 13606, HL7 CDA or openEHR allow the representation of clinical data but also 
include attributes and classes for representing technical and context information, 
such as the unique identifier of the instances, the identifiers of the authors of the 
information, the versioning, auditing, recording time of the data, etc. There is no 
need to express any constrain on them in an archetype, since the values will be au-
tomatically generated during runtime. Thus, we can hide them in the specific arche-
type tree. Moreover, we can also hide the attributes used to navigate the archetype 
structure, as the tool already implements the specific architecture of the RM. Note 
that hiding does not imply removing. These attributes will be automatically created 
as part of the archetype definition when saved in ADL, but it will not be shown in 
the visual interface. Figure 26 shows the same archetype as in Figure 25, but using 
the specific archetype tree representation. Hiding the technical details of the RM 
makes it much more understandable and easy to use by clinical professionals. 
 
Figure 26. A specific HL7 CDA archetype tree representing an Allergy archetype 
Once we have created an archetype information structure in the form of a 
tree, we have to constraint other properties of the RM, including the valid values of 
primitive data types. We achieve this by using constraint forms that are rendered 
when we select a node in the archetype tree. In the generic archetype tree, these 
forms are also generic, showing only basic constraint options such as the occur-
rences of classes, the cardinality of container attributes, of the constrain options of 
primitive data types. In the specific tree visualization, specific forms for each RM 
are implemented. They allow constraining not only the generic properties, but also 
the context attributes hidden in the tree. For example, if we define an archetype 
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called “Spanish patient summary” probably we would need to constrain the terri-
tory context attribute to the value “Spain”. This attribute will be accessible from the 
constraint definition form. 
Although we cannot avoid the need of ad hoc implementations to create the 
specific views, they are based on a generic architecture that can be reused between 
different RMs. We can configure each imported RM to guide the tool during the in-
terface generation. This configuration is made in the Reference Model Manager sec-
tion of LinkEHR Studio (Figure 27).  
 
Figure 27. Edition of the documentation of a reference model 
For each class of the RM we can specify the main clinical attributes (e.g. the 
attribute “content” in the case of the ISO 13606 class COMPOSITION). LinkEHR Stu-
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dio uses this information to navigate the archetype tree, and hides all other infor-
mation structures. For each class, the documentation also indicates which is the 
constrain form associated to it, that will be loaded in the main interface when the 
class is selected at the archetype tree. The documentation also allows configuring 
the icons used to represent a class, and writing a short documentation text that de-
scribes the meaning of the class, in order to guide the user during the edition pro-
cess in the form of tooltips. LinkEHR Studio automatically generates a skeleton of 
this documentation class during the import of a RM. We can edit manually the prop-
erties through a configuration interface included in the tool afterwards. We only 
need to do this configuration once for each RM. 
Finally, it is worth to mention that both the specific and the generic views of 
the archetypes are seamlessly integrated into LinkEHR Studio. The user can rapidly 
change from the generic interface to the specific one, according to his personal pref-
erences just by clicking a button in the interface.  
c) Visualization and validation of archetypes 
The development of archetypes requires a continuous analysis by different 
users coming from different domains to ensure their clinical validity. These clinical 
professionals should review, discuss and agree an archetype definition that covers 
all or most of their particular needs. Since many of them may not be familiar with 
archetypes, or ignore the details of the selected RM, we need to offer different kinds 
of views of the archetype definition that are more readable or accessible for them. 
We have developed an automatic generation of four different views based on the 
formal archetype definition. We will illustrate the different types of visualizations 




Figure 28. openEHR medication use archetype 
• Simulated data-entry formulary. We can generate HTML forms from an 
archetype specification that simulate an archetype-based data input screen 
of an EHR system (Figure 29). The aim of these forms is to evaluate if the 
archetype accommodates the documentation needs of clinical users. This is 
a model-dependent visualization that requires a particular development in 
the tool. 
 
Figure 29. Archetype-based formulary 
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• Mind map. Mind maps are an alternative to show the contents defined in 
the archetype in a visual way (Figure 30). The mind map generation is com-
pletely generic, since it represents a graph where the classes of the refer-
ence model are the nodes of the graph, linked by the attributes as the arcs. 
We can generate this representation without needing specific develop-
ments for the particular RM used, although it can also take profit of the RM 
documentation if it exists, for example, using the configured icons or show-
ing the documentation texts as tooltips. We can also export this mind map 
to edit it in existing mind map software. 
 
Figure 30. Archetype-based mind map 
• Table summary. It is possible to represent an archetype in detail by using 
a spreadsheet (Figure 31). Each row represents a class or an attribute of 
the archetype tree. Different columns are used to inform about the arche-
type information structure, such as the class type, the occurrences or car-
dinality, the semantic bindings and data value constraints. The generation 




Figure 31. Archetype-based table summary 
• Implementation guide document. Implementation guides are reference 
documents usually used by technical implementers of EHR standards. They 
describe the logical requirements to satisfy from an implementation point 
of view (Figure 32). For example, they indicate how to build a standard XML 
document following the constraints defined in an archetype. In essence, an 
implementation guide includes the same information as any archetype, but 
represented in a technically aimed format. 
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Figure 32. Archetype-based implementation guide 
Another important part of the review process of archetypes is to validate 
them technically, i.e. to ensure that they are conformant with the RM and with their 
parent archetypes, in case of being specialized archetypes. LinkEHR includes a val-
idation mechanism that checks all the archetype nodes and provides a summary of 
the problems detected, such as attributes existence mismatch, objects occurrences 
discrepancy, and even if the defined regular expressions or constraints are compat-
ible withers defined by the RM. This validation is implemented through a subsump-
tion checking function of labeled nodes, extensively explained in [69]. 
d) Archetype repository connection 
In order to support the complete modeling and governance processes, arche-
type editors should interact with archetype governance systems. We will describe 
existing archetype governance systems in detail in Section 6.1.2. LinkEHR Studio 
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can access to openEHR archetype repositories, known as Clinical Knowledge Man-
ager (CKM), through their public web services [102]. LinkEHR Studio users can 
search for existing archetypes by the archetype concept name or its header infor-
mation. The tool will show a list of found archetypes (Figure 33), that we can down-
load and open in LinkEHR Studio automatically, to start reviewing or editing them. 
The inverse process, uploading new or modified archetypes, is not implemented 
yet, although it would be desirable in order to coordinate the life cycle and version-
ing management of the archetypes. 
 
Figure 33. Integration of LinkEHR Studio with archetype repositories 
e) Terminology binding and terminology server connection 
Technologies for querying and managing clinical terminologies have contin-
uously evolved during the last years. The connection of LinkEHR Studio with termi-
nology servers, in order to complete the archetype definitions, has evolved accord-
ingly. The first implementation in LinkEHR Studio was an API subset of the 
standard CTS2 web services [28]. In order to ease the implementation, the subset 
only included those methods and data structures that are useful from an archetype 
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editor perspective. We do not need to support the complete functionality to manage 
a terminology server. Thus, we can easily access terminology servers that use CTS2. 
In some cases, we worked with terminology servers that only offered a proprietary 
API. In those cases, it was easy to implement an adapter from the proprietary API 
to our CTS2 API subset.  
In recent years, HL7 FHIR has become one of the most promising alternatives 
to communicate clinical data between health information systems using RESTful 
Web Services. HL7 FHIR includes resources to support the communication of coded 
concepts and terminology value sets [103]. The ValueSet resource specifies a set of 
codes drawn from one or more code systems, intended for use in a particular con-
text. This resource allows both the representation of extensional and intensional 
sets of coded concepts, independently of the terminology used. For example, in Fig-
ure 34 we can see an example of two SNOMED CT ValueSets. The first one is an 
extensional ValueSet, where the codes of the set are explicitly listed. The second 
example uses the SNOMED CT Expression Constraint Language [26] to define an 
intensional ValueSet that will be populated on demand. HL7 FHIR ValueSets can be 
referenced by a unique URL, following the REST approach. Thus, they can be used 
to define the terminology value mappings in the archetype definition. 
Extensional ValueSet Intensional ValueSet
{
  "resourceType": "ValueSet",




  "compose": {
    "include": [
      {
        "system": "http://snomed.info/sct",
        "concept": [
          {
            "code": "266919005",
            "display": "never smoker"
          },
          {
            "code": "77176002",
            "display": "smoker"
          },
          {
            "code": "8517006",
            "display": "former smoker"
          }
        ]
      }
    ]  }}
{
  "resourceType": "ValueSet",




  "compose": {
    "include": [
      {
        "system": "http://snomed.info/sct",
        "filter": [
          {
            "property": "constraint",
            "op": "=",
            "value": "< 404684003 |Clinical finding| : 
                                    363698007 |Finding site| = 
                                    << 39057004 |Pulmonary valve structure |"
          }
        ]
      }




Figure 34. Example of HL7 FHIR ValueSets 
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To define value mappings, but also semantic mappings, LinkEHR Studio in-
cludes a specific interface that allows connecting and querying terminology serv-
ers. Every class node of the archetype has a binding option in its constraints formu-
lary (Figure 35).  
 
Figure 35. Access to the semantic binding of archetypes 
This option gives access to the terminology binding window (Figure 36). Us-
ing this window, a clinical user can search for the most appropriate concepts that 
describe the archetype node (semantic mapping) or bind it to a terminology subset 
to constrain coded data types (value binding). The user can search directly for a 
known code, or search for a concept name or description in natural language. The 
results are shown in a Google instant-search style, being the list of results updated 
with each keystroke. The user can select one or several codes and map them to the 
archetype node that is being edited. In case there are not terminology servers avail-
able, the user can define a mapping manually, by selecting a terminology and spec-
ifying the mapped code. 
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Figure 36. Search windows of terminology concepts and ValueSets 
f) Generation of example XML instances and Schematron validation 
rules 
Most EHR standards use XML as the canonical format for data representa-
tion. Standard XML documents must be conformant to an XML Schema, which is 
usually provided as a formal definition format of the standard RM. However, the 
XML documents must also be conformant to the archetypes that define specific do-
main constraints.  
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In order to assist users of LinkEHR Studio with a technical background, the 
tool provides several functionalities that reduce the gap between the clinical defi-
nition of the archetype and the final technical implementations. In particular, 
LinkEHR Studio provides functionalities to generate examples of XML documents, 
and to generate validators of those XMLs. The theoretical basis of these develop-
ments can be found in D. Boscá PhD Thesis [95]. 
6.1.2. LinkEHR Model Manager 
In addition to the edition of archetypes, we need a platform that supports the 
governance of all the developed archetypes. Section 3.2.1 describes several CIM and 
archetype governance systems. In this Section, we will describe in detail LinkEHR 
Model Manager, which is a result of the archetype governance principles described 
in this thesis. However, it is important to note that LinkEHR Model Manager is not 
only an archetype governance system, but a clinical information model governance 
system, as it will be explained later. 
A limitation of most of the governance systems is that they only support one 
RM and CIM specification format. For example, ART-DÉCOR supports HL7 CDA tem-
plates only. Simplifier supports HL7 FHIR profiles only. Finally, all the CKMs sup-
port openEHR archetypes only.  
Being limited to one RM hinders interoperability, since it complicates the col-
laboration between experts creating CIM based on different technologies. The rela-
tionships between similar concepts represented in different standards are un-
known. The possibility of reusing knowledge expressed in different formats is also 
limited.  
We developed LinkEHR Model Manager with the objective of being used for 
the governance of CIM independently of their RM or specification format. To that 
end, LinkEHR Model Manager implements the ISO 13972 standard of Detailed Clin-
ical Models (DCM) [104]. This standard, currently under review, “describes re-
quirements for CIMs content, structure and context and specification of their data 
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elements, data element relationships, meta-data and versioning, and provides guid-
ance and examples”.  Following those requirements, LinkEHR Model Manager im-
plements an information layer that groups different CIM specification formats un-
der an abstract clinical model definition. It does not imply to have a unique 
information structure, or to have a transformation of information structures ex-
pressed in different standards. It is a solution for governing each of the different 
RMs and CIM formats under the umbrella of a common clinical model.  
LinkEHR is also inspired by ArchMS, an ontology-driven archetype manage-
ment system [53]. ArchMS is built upon semantic technologies and provides ser-
vices for archetype search, validation and transformation. However, there are sev-
eral key differences between ArchMS and LinkEHR Model Manager. 
• ArchMS architecture is based on the use of ontologies and semantic repre-
sentations of archetypes. It provides services that need a prior conversion 
from archetypes to an OWL representation. In contrast, LinkEHR Model 
Manager provides a description layer over the stored resources, based on 
the ISO 13972 standard [104], that provides a common definition format 
for clinical information models. 
• ArchMS was designed with the focus on archetype discovery and transfor-
mation, by creating a common ontology over ISO 13606 archetypes and 
openEHR archetypes. In contrast, LinkEHR Model Manager supports the 
search of models, the management of their versioning cycle, the manage-
ment of relationships between models and terminologies, and their publi-
cation and integration with other health information systems, such as ter-
minology servers or EHR systems.  
• Although ArchMS supports both ISO 13606 and openEHR RM, it only ac-
cepts archetypes in ADL as CIM definition format. LinkEHR Model Manager 
can store and publish any type of representation format, including ADL ar-
chetypes, implementation guidelines, documents, terminology reference 
sets, images, sample clinical documents, etc. 
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The first version of LinkEHR Model Manager was implemented under the 
name of a Concept-Oriented Repository (ROC) [105]. It was a module of the Elec-
tronic Health Record project of the Valencia regional health service (HSEAVS), in 
charge of the management of clinical information models. The HSEAVS project used 
both ISO 13606 and HL7 CDA standards as the basis to build information models 
and to exchange health data among healthcare information systems. ROC provided 
support to the management and publication of clinical information models, inde-
pendently of the specific reference model.  
ROC included some of the fundamental ideas of LinkEHR Model Manager, 
that were further developed later to fulfill the needs of the National EHR project of 
the Spanish Ministry of Health (HCDSNS). This project defined the information 
model structures of eight clinical documents shared among all regional health ser-
vices across Spain. The models were specified using archetypes and ISO 13606, but 
HL7 CDA was also supported as an alternative implementation. HCDSNS required a 
governance system for these models that was built upon LinkEHR Model Manager, 
with the commercial name of Modeling Objects Server (SOM). 
 
Figure 37. Interface of LinkEHR Model Manager 
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Taking benefit from the research on archetype governance described in 
Chapter 5, LinkEHR Model Manager now offers unique characteristics to support 
the management and publication of CIM, including models specified in archetype 
form.  
The main modules and services of LinkEHR Model manager are represented 
in Figure 38. The system is centered in the management of clinical information 
models, which can be versioned. Semantic links can be created between them and 
any kind of technical resources (such as archetype definitions) can be attached. 
LinkEHR Model Manager also includes a basic management of terminological ref-
erence sets. Finally, projects can be created to group both clinical information mod-













Figure 38. LinkEHR Model Manager modules 
a) Clinical information model metadata 
The Detailed Clinical Models (DCM) standard defines “the requirements and 
recommended methods against which clinicians can gather, analyze and specify the 
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clinical context, content, and structure of Detailed Clinical Models. […] Describes 
requirements and principles for DCMs, meta-data, versioning, content and context 
specification, data element specification and data element relationships” [104]. 
Following the specifications of the standard, LinkEHR Model Manager allows 
creating new clinical models accompanied with the multiple metadata. Metadata 
include fields such as unique name, description in multiple languages, a customiza-
ble classification of the model type, version of the model, lifecycle state, authors and 
contributors, managers, authoring and revision dates, etc. Additionally, it is possi-
ble to attach a semantic description of the model, by adding high level correspond-
ences between the model and any terminology or ontology that provide its specific 
meaning. We can even define multiple correspondences simultaneously. For exam-
ple, we can describe the clinical model using SNOMED CT concepts or LOINC codes, 
to make it findable.  
b) Resources management 
The most important characteristic of LinkEHR Model Manager is its inde-
pendency of specific standards or CIM specification formats. We can associate any 
technical or documentation resource to the DCM clinical model. These resources 
can be specifications in any native format: computable definitions of the CIM such 
as ADL archetypes, FHIR resources, implementation guidelines, documentation in 
text or PDF documents, spreadsheets, sample instance files, executable programs 
that demonstrate the possible use of the model (such as an HTML mockup), XSLT, 
XQuery or Schematron scripts, etc. All of these resources can be reused or attached 
to multiple clinical models and can be published by sharing a specific access link to 
them. 
c) Version and lifecycle management 
LinkEHR Model Manager allows managing the lifecycle of clinical models 
from their creation to their revocation. In particular, models can be in one of the 
following stages: Draft, Team review, Public, Validated, Obsolete, and Revoked. 
‘Draft’ status is used for the first upload or creation of a model which validity is still 
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unknown. ‘Team review’ status is used for a model which is being iteratively re-
vised by a team to reach a consensus on it. ‘Public’ status is used in models that are 
mature enough to be used but have not been validated in a real system. The latter 
case is marked with ‘Validated’ status. Then a model could be marked as ‘Obsolete’, 
marking that its use is not recommended anymore and that probably there exist a 
new version. Finally, ‘Revoked’ implies that the model has been retired and kept 
only for historical reference.  
Additionally, LinkEHR Model Manager maintains a version history that 
makes possible to retrieve current or past clinical model definitions and their asso-
ciated resources. It is important to keep all previous versions of the model and its 
associated resources to give support to systems that have not yet been updated to 
the newer specifications. 
d) Relationships management 
LinkEHR Model Manager provides a mechanism to define relationships be-
tween clinical models. A relationship can have a semantic type attached to it, i.e. a 
code selected from any terminology or ontology.  For example, semantic types could 
be selected from the 246061005 |Attribute (attribute)| hierarchy of SNOMED CT.   
Relationships allow to create a semantic network of models, that will facili-
tate finding related models, or to know the possibly affected models when one of 
them is updated. 
LinkEHR Model Manager defines three types of relationships by default: in-
clusion, exclusion, and associations. Inclusion indicates that a model is part of the 
definition of (or that it is contained by) another one. Exclusion indicates the prohi-
bition of containment (one model is not part of the other). Association is a generic 
relationship that indicates that two models are somehow related. Figure 39 shows 
a simulated example of model relationships supported by LinkEHR Model Manager.  
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MEDICATION ALLERGY PATIENT SUMMARY












Figure 39. Example relationships between clinical models 
In this example, a Problem clinical information model is defined, and several 
implementations resources are assigned to it, such as the openEHR-EHR-EVALUA-
TION.problem.v1 and CEN-EN13606-ENTRY.problem.v1 archetypes, or the IHE 
profile of Concern Entry. A medication model is associated to it, and we could define 
another more precise relationship if we wanted to. Patient summary only contains 
a problem summary, but not the full problem. Thus, Problem is excluded and Prob-
lem summary is included in Patient summary. Problem is included into Problem 
list. Finally, an additional relationship “Specializes” is defined for Problem sum-
mary. This example shows how the relationships can be adapted to the governance 
needs. 
All these kinds of relationships between concepts can be defined through the 
LinkEHR Model Manager interface and can be also rendered as mind maps, which 
makes them easier to understand and maintain (Figure 40). 
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Figure 40. Visualization of model relationships in a mind map 
e) Reference set management 
As we already know, to complete the semantic definition of clinical infor-
mation models, we need to associate them to terminology codes and to terminology 
reference sets. These terminologies should be accessible through a terminology 
server, where they are controlled and governed. The separation of clinical infor-
mation model governance and terminology governance has multiple benefits, since 
they involve different domains of knowledge, tools and professional skills. How-
ever, at some point clinical model implementers need to have a complete view of 
the technical resource, for example the archetype ADL and the reference set mem-
ber concepts.  
LinkEHR Model Manager includes a basic management and publication of 
terminology reference sets. The objective is to provide a single access point to all 
the resources needed to implement a clinical information model. In the Reference 
set section of LinkEHR Model Manager, we can create new reference sets. We can 
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provide a name and a description to it and select to which terminology it belongs. 
Finally, the reference set contents can be defined in four ways: 
• As a URL reference. This would be the preferred use case when the refer-
ence set is available at the terminology server. We only have to provide a 
link to the location of the actual reference set, to access, review or down-
load it. 
• As an ad hoc subset. Sometimes, a reference set is a very small collection 
of concepts. Or it may happen that we don’t have access to a terminology 
server. In this case, we can create an ad hoc reference set directly in 
LinkEHR Model Manager. It will be a simple list of codes of a terminology. 
An example could be the creation of a reference set for the gender of pa-
tients. 
• As a SNOMED CT expression constraint language. SNOMED CT provides 
a specific language called expression constraint language that allows defin-
ing intensional reference sets, i.e. the contents of the reference set are de-
fined dynamically according to some properties. We can create an ad hoc 
reference set using this SNOMED CT language. LinkEHR Model Manager is 
connected to SNQuery [106], a system that allows the execution of those 
expressions. As a result, the set of codes compliant with the expression will 
be retrieved as part of the reference set. 
• As a resource uploaded to the platform. A last option is to upload a ref-
erence set to LinkEHR Model Manager previously created elsewhere. As for 
a model, we can attach any kind of resource to the reference set containing 
its concepts: as a spreadsheet file, a CSV, a PDF, a SNOMED CT RF2 file, etc. 
Figure 41 depicts the interface for reference set definition in LinkEHR Model 
Manager. 
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Figure 41. Reference set definition in LinkEHR Model Manager 
f) Project management 
An interoperability scenario, such as the communication of a patient sum-
mary for continuity of care or sending information from the EHR to a research in-
formation system, will usually require the use of multiple clinical information mod-
els and different reference sets. In order to group all the resources to be used in an 
interoperability use case, LinkEHR Model Manager provides the possibility of cre-
ating projects. A project is a container of models and reference sets put together for 
a specific use. We can associate a name and a description to it, and it can be pub-
lished as a whole to ease the implementation of the interoperability solution. 
g) User and role management 
LinkEHR Model Manager includes a comprehensive management of users 
and roles. It is possible to define new roles in the system and adjust their rights and 
limitations at a very low level.  Figure 42 (in Spanish) shows how we can set differ-
ent permissions for a specific role, including detailed permissions such as allowing 
the creation, edition, or removal of models, allowing their versioning, allowing the 




Figure 42. Edition of role permissions 
Roles are assigned to users of the system, and one user can have multiple 
roles at the same time. This management allows defining different working groups 
in the system, such as model creators, reviewers, administrative staff, etc. The func-
tionality offered by the system will vary depending on the role of the logged user. 
h) Collaborative governance 
LinkEHR Model Manager facilitates the collaboration in the governance of 
clinical information models.  
Any user can subscribe to any model to be notified when any change is pro-
duced in it. These notifications will be available in the landing page of the platform 
just after a user login. There, the user will find a list with the latest events that affect 
to the subscribed model: changes in its metadata, changes in the associated re-
sources, and changes in their versioning history.  
It is also possible to manage rights over a model by using specific roles. The 
system administrator can create a new role with its specific permissions and assign 
it to a particular model. Every user with that role will be able to interact with the 
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model according to the allowed permissions. This approach facilitates the manage-
ment of groups of users, for example for creating an archetype edition team. 
Finally, every model has a comment section. Users can discuss the contents 
and evolution of the model, in a forum-like interface. 
6.2. Use cases 
The development and evaluation of the Archetype Modeling Methodology 
and the companion tools (LinkEHR Studio and LinkEHR Model Manager) is sup-
ported by practical experiences that span 10 years of research and development 
projects. We used initial versions of AMM and the tools in research and commercial 
projects, where we could apply the methodology, test its practical value, and im-
prove the tools functionalities. Each of these projects provided insights on needed 
modifications and refinements of the methodology, which were tested in successive 
projects. The final version of AMM presented in this thesis, together with the latest 
versions of LinkEHR Studio and LinkEHR Model Manager, are a result of all these 
experiences. In this section, we summarize several projects that contributed in for-
malizing the methodology and improving the archetype definition and governance 
tools. 
The first version of AMM was stablished in 2011 in the regional EHR project 
of Valencia, Spain. The project objective was to develop a multi-purpose, archetype-
based, clinical research database, aggregating clinical data from five million people. 
We did a requirement analysis and developed the specifications of the contents of 
the research database in the form of ISO 13606 archetypes and HL7 CDA templates. 
During the analysis phase, only selected clinical experts from the regional health 
service participated. This resulted in the definition of very specific and hardly re-
usable archetypes and showed the need of incorporating a multidisciplinary team 
of experts. We also learned about the need of developing a conceptual model first, 
instead of working directly with archetypes implemented in any of the two stand-
ards. Otherwise, the continuous changes in the archetypes would have made the 
project unsustainable. This also allowed avoiding the limitations imposed by EHR 
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standards in design time. Finally, we learned about the importance of defining the 
information structures before working with the terminological aspects of the mod-
els to ease the development process. Together with the archetype modeling meth-
odology, a first version of LinkEHR Model Manager was developed to help in the 
management of the archetypes and other semantic resources used in the project. 
A second use of the AMM was in the Spanish National EHR project 
(HCDSNS), started in 2013. This project has the aim of developing an infrastructure 
that allows sharing relevant health data sets about patients between the 17 regions 
of Spain. HCDSNS defines ten basic clinical documents: Patient summary, Primary 
healthcare report, Emergency reports, Discharge reports, External consultation 
note, Nursing care reports, Laboratory test results, Imaging test results, Medication 
summary, and Prescriptions. This project demonstrated the importance of having 
a multidisciplinary group of professionals to define the contents of the documents. 
In this project 46 professionals from 27 scientific societies, and 21 institutional rep-
resentatives, participated in the analysis phase. The result was published as a Na-
tional Rule in the Government Official Journal, specified in free text [107]. Based on 
that informal specifications of the information models, we designed and developed 
64 ISO 13606 archetypes and 36 HL7 CDA archetypes. We did not reuse existing 
archetypes because no public ISO 13606 or HL7 CDA archetypes existed at that 
time. However, we analyzed openEHR archetypes from the openEHR CKM as an in-
itial reference. The first release of the archetypes only covered the structural defi-
nition of the documents, i.e. they define only the information structures according 
to the selected RM. In a second phase, the Ministry of Health defined a SNOMED CT 
national extension to support all the new concepts used in the archetypes, and the 
appropriate reference sets for data entry points (approximately 70 reference sets). 
All these codes will be bound to the archetypes. In this project, we also improved 
LinkEHR Model Manager to better control the lifecycle of archetypes, to allow the 
definition of relationships between different models, and to include links between 
models and terminology value sets. 
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A third relevant project was the construction of a maternal-child care data 
repository [108]. The aim of this project was to develop an integrated, standard-
ized, and quality assessed, data repository for research and monitoring of best prac-
tices of mothers and newborns care. In this project, we followed all phases of the 
AMM related to the definition of ISO 13606 information structures. Once again, we 
did not cover the terminological aspects of the archetype definition during the first 
phase of the project due to the tight schedule and limited budget of the project. The 
clinical participants of this project had basic to medium knowledge about the ISO 
13606 standard and the archetype methodology. This allowed us to develop the 
analysis and design phases faster than in our previous experiences. The main lesson 
learned from this project was about the benefits of having members of the work 
group trained in clinical information modeling. It is not necessary that they have a 
deep knowledge about EHR standards, but it eases the understanding of the mod-
elling process, and the importance of building generic and reusable archetypes, in-
dependently of modeling local templates. 
Between 2015 and 2019, the author participated in the National Unified Elec-
tronic Health Record project (HCEN) for the National Health System of Uruguay. 
The aim of the project was to build archetypes and implementation specifications 
of several clinical documents for the National Unified EHR system, including Patient 
summary, Primary care outpatient note, Hospital emergency service note, Non-cen-
tralized emergency service note, Discharge summary, and Dentistry note. We ap-
plied all phases of AMM, including the specification of a governance policy and the 
deployment of a management system for the resulting archetypes. 
The work group was composed by all the suggested profiles of AMM: a clini-
cal group leader, a clinical expert group, a multidisciplinary clinical support team 
from the National Health System, a terminology expert in SNOMED CT, and a group 
of technical experts in HL7 CDA, and ISO 13606. All the members participated dur-
ing different phases of the development and covered all needs of the project. An 
additional group of final users of the developed specifications also participated to 
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evaluate the results. This kind of final users was a valuable addition to the work 
group. 
In Phase 1 of the AMM (requirements), clinical experts studied existing doc-
umentation related to the use case. They included specifications from existing pro-
jects such as the Spanish National EHR specifications, the European epSOS specifi-
cations, openEHR archetypes, and the HL7 CDA Implementation Guide for IHE 
Health Story Consolidation. 
In Phase 2 (design), clinical experts designed the information models corre-
sponding to the six clinical documents. To facilitate this task, a template spread-
sheet was designed to document the information elements. The spreadsheet al-
lowed including the set of information elements, their naming, their structure, their 
data types (numbers, texts, dates, coded values…), their cardinality, and the appli-
cable data constraints or code subsets.  
In Phase 3 (development), technical experts converted the information 
model specifications into formal and standardized archetypes. They defined 41 ISO 
13606 archetypes, 6 HL7 CDA implementation guides, and sample HL7 CDA data 
instances. The terminology expert defined SNOMED CT subsets to populate the pos-
sible values of coded information elements such as procedures, allergies and diag-
nosis. In addition, the terminology expert, with the support of the clinical experts, 
selected the appropriate terminological codes to map and describe the semantics 
of the information structure of the archetypes. A lesson learned was that it is im-
portant to maintain a continuous collaboration between technical and terminology 
experts during the whole development process. Such a collaboration minimizes the 
inconsistencies while developing archetypes that are bound to terminologies.  
In Phase 4 (validation), we designed sample data entry forms to simulate the 
data registry process in real clinical environments. Six health institutions, 60 health 
professionals and more than 120 patients participated in the evaluation process. 
The overall evaluation of the designed documents was positive, although they also 
provided suggestions and possible modifications for future revision of the arche-
types. 
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In phase 5 (publication), all the generated materials and specifications, in-
cluding the information model specifications, the ISO 13606 archetypes, and the 
HL7 CDA implementation guides were published in LinkEHR Model Manager. 
The project scope was limited to the definition of clinical and technical spec-
ifications of the six mentioned clinical documents. It will be responsibility of local 
health information systems implementers to include the new specifications into 
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Conclusions and future work 
 
Semantic interoperability of health information is an unquestionable re-
quirement for the sustainability of healthcare, and it is essential to face the new 
health challenges of a globalized world. This thesis provides new methodologies to 
tackle some of the fundamental problems of semantic interoperability, specifically 
those aspects related to the definition and governance of archetypes. 
The contributions of the thesis are: 
• A study of existing knowledge modeling methodologies, focused on soft-
ware, clinical information model and ontology modeling. This study concluded 
that there does not exist a consensus about a formal archetype modeling meth-
odology. The study also provided an insight on the activities and good practices 
that should be part of an archetype modeling methodology. This study contrib-
utes to the achievement of objective one (O1) of the thesis. 
• A proposal of a unified Archetype Modeling Methodology (AMM) based on 
the previous study. AMM formalizes the phases, the required participants and 
tools, and the workflow of archetype development. The use of this methodology 
improves the quality of archetypes, by allowing a consistent definition of mul-
tiple archetypes made by different people, all under the same procedures. AMM 
methodology describes the archetype development process, but it can also 
serve as a reference for the development of any other type of CIM, for example 
HL7 CDA templates or HL7 FHIR resources. Different technologies and tools 
may be used in each case, but the principles of analysis, design development, 
validation, and publication will remain the same. Archetype designers and de-
velopers can adapt the proposed methodology to meet some specific needs of 
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a particular development project. This contribution fulfils objective two (O2) of 
the thesis. 
• An analysis of clinical information model governance systems. This analy-
sis focused on the functionalities provided by existing systems and ongoing in-
itiatives, and their governance strategies, including the study of the supported 
standards and CIM formats, the management of participants, model metadata, 
model versioning, model lifecycle, terminologies, technical resources, and clin-
ical evidence documentation. This analysis contributes to the achievement of 
objective one (O1) of the thesis. 
• A formalization of archetype governance principles based on the previous 
analysis. Archetype governance is the framework that guides archetype devel-
opment. The proposed principles help to define the development strategies, 
priorities, responsibilities, and guidelines of archetype modeling. A manage-
ment board oversees the cooperation and coordination of the participants in 
order to develop interoperable and reusable archetypes. This contribution ful-
fils objective three (O3) of the thesis.  
• Design and development of tools that provide support to archetype modeling 
and archetype governance. These tools, namely LinkEHR Studio and LinkEHR 
Model Manager, incorporate guidance on all the phases of archetype modeling, 
and provide a platform for the governance and publication of archetypes, to-
gether with other semantic interoperability artifacts, such as terminology value 
sets and implementation resources. This contribution fulfils objective four (O4) 
of the thesis. 
Multiple projects and development experiences served to put in practice and 
to evaluate and improve the contributions of this thesis. These experiences vary 
from local projects inside a single organization that required an accurate reuse of 
EHR data, to the development of national EHR projects in Spain and Uruguay based 
on semantic interoperability principles.  
There is an international consensus on which are those semantic interoper-
ability principles: the use of EHR reference models, the use of archetypes or any 
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other type of CIM, and the use of terminologies. This thesis focuses on the develop-
ment and management of archetypes, but despite its contributions, the following 
challenges in both archetype modeling and archetype governance still require fur-
ther research. 
• Archetype development and terminology development are closely related. It is 
necessary to explore the bidirectional influences between both in order to im-
prove the modeling process. The literature describes the boundary problem be-
tween archetypes and terminologies [109]. There is a need to achieve a consen-
sus about the limits of each artifact, but it still has not been completely resolved. 
This is especially relevant in order to represent constraints over fuzzy infor-
mation [110]. For example, when the representation of age uses a classification 
instead a numeric value: infant, child, adolescent, adult or elderly. The tradi-
tional approach is to assign ranges to each group (an infant is less than 1 year, 
a child is between 1 and 10, an adolescent is between 10 and 19, etc.). However, 
these ranges may vary depending on the country, the law, or the reference or-
ganization (WHO, UN, National Statistics Office…). Which would be the stand-
ard and interoperable definition of this type of information? How can it be con-
sistently used in public health studies or clinical decision support systems?  
• Archetypes and terminologies evolve at a different pace. We need to coordinate 
the independent evolution of the archetype definitions and the terminologies 
and terminological value sets. Changes on the terminology side can require 
modifications in the archetype, or vice versa. Can we detect those changes and 
automatically modify the archetype definition or the value sets? Should we ex-
tract terminology bindings, currently embedded in the archetype definition, 
and manage them using an external mediator? This solution opens new re-
search questions. Can a mediator between archetypes and terminologies adjust 
dynamically the applicable terminology value set according to the context of 
use of the archetype? 
• During the last years, the conversion and reuse of CIM definitions between dif-
ferent standards and formats is receiving the interest of the research commu-
nity. There are already experiences and initiatives to build generic and reusable 
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CIMs [19,104], and research about clinical information models transformation 
[95]. However, neither solution is preeminent. Health information standards 
still follow their own formats to define clinical information models, and the re-
use and interoperability of those models is still limited. Can we achieve a com-
plete and confident automatic transformation of CIMs? How can we avoid over-
lapping between CIMs created by different standards or organizations? Is it 
possible to create EHR information systems that are able to use CIMs from dif-
ferent standards without needing a prior transformation? 
• Quality metrics of the resulting archetypes. One of the main benefits of formal-
izing archetype development and establishing a governance process is to im-
prove the quality of the archetypes. There is already a proposal of quality 
framework for semantic interoperability definition and implementation [81]. 
In this work, Moreno-Conde establishes metrics for evaluating semantic in-
teroperability assets quality, which includes archetypes. However, he also con-
cludes that there is a lack of development of governance systems, which have a 
direct impact on the quality of archetypes. There is a need to continue the re-
search on the implications of better governance methodologies in the quality of 
the governed archetypes. 
• Semantic interoperability is not an end, but a means to create interconnected 
systems that are able to share and reuse information seamlessly. In this sense, 
archetype governance should not be limited to the management of archetypes 
as standalone definitions of clinical information models, but it should also pro-
vide support to their use in semantic interoperability implementations. It is 
common that these implementations go beyond a simple point-to-point com-
munication of data. Instead, clinical data transformation and reasoning work-
flows are defined in order to deal with different representations and different 
models of information, and to incorporate more complex processing over exist-
ing data [111]. In this context, new research questions arise. How can archetype 
governance be incorporated to those workflows? How can those workflows lo-
cate the archetypes they need? How can they inform about new requirements 
to the archetype governance? 
Conclusions and future work 
161 
After millennia of medicine practice, the formalization of the representation 
of health information has finally received the interest of researchers and develop-
ers during the last decades. The aim is to achieve a better representation and reuse 
of health information, particularly the one existing in EHR information systems. Se-
mantic interoperability is part of the strategy to achieve this objective, and the mod-
eling and governance of archetypes are a means to fulfill it. The contributions of 
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